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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
--

Knox Jones

Back in August of 1986, I reported to
you that in the preeeeding eighmn months
nearly three hundred lawyers had been
subpoenaedbefore grandjuries. Prosecutors wereinterested in finding out who paid
our fees and what we could tell them about
our client's assets. We suspected some
ulterior motives, including the attempt to
create the impression we were testi&ing
against our own clients and effectively
denying Sixth Amendment rights thmugh
intimidation. This %pic" had keuutilized
by the government since the mid-70's and
although the Obvious rarnifieations were
apparent to the defense bar, our only effective remedy was to appeal contempt
citations and pray for relief in more ways
than one.
Finally, in 1986, after years of harrassmew, the Massachusetts SupremeJudicial
Court addressed the problem. At the
prompting of the Massachusetts State Bar,
that court adopted the following r u b of
ethics:

"It is unpmfesslollal eonduct for a
prosecutor to suhpocua an attorney
to a grand jury without priorjudicial
approval in circumstances whcre the
prosecutor seeksto compel the attorneyiwibms to p d d e evidence concerning aperson who ia represented
by the attorneytwitness."
Subsequently, the United States DM&
Court for Massachusetts amended its local
rules to include this rule as a rule of the

district court, In a test-case, US.v. Rlubock, CAI, No. 86-1413, 3/25/87; 41
CRL 2025, your government and mine
challenged the rule, claiming that it viahted the supremacy &use and thedistrict
wurt's rule-making power. The Court of
Appeals recognized the "mountiig profsional problem" of lawyer subpoenas and
held that the Distrkt Court was well within
its power to devise local rules.
The following language from the text of
KIEbock may not be revelating, because it
is precisely what we have been telling our
judges for the past ten years. The difference is that now someone is listening:
"The senring of a subpoena under
such circumstances will immediately
drive a chilling wedge between the
attorney/wimess and his client. -The
client is wcertain at best, and suspicious at womt. that his legitimate
trust in his lawyer may he subject to
betrayal. And because the subpoenaed lawyer may himself feel intiinidated, this hlay in fact take piace
if there is not even minimal ethical
control regulating the wbpoenaeing
of an attorneylwitness to seek evidence against his Client."

subpoenaed or thinks that he might be. I
i n h d to ask for a rekolutim from your
Board of Directors supposing the adoption
of this rule by the Texas Supreme Court
and the United States District Courts
throughout the State. It is about t i e ,
Whether or not our efforts result in the
promulgation of any new federal or state
rules, my ferveN hope is that thejudiciary
will begin to scrutinize this type of suhpoena muehmotecar&Ey. Unprofessional conduct is de facto unprofessional, rule
or no rule, and graphicailyso when it has
thc potcntial to undermilie the entire stmcture of the adversary system.
Before I'm history, I want to thank John
Boston for assuming the responsibility of
the executive directorship of this oganization during the past year. He and his staff
have done a tmly outstanding job for all
of us. I also want to thank Kerry FitzGerald fur making our publication live up f o
its potential an a monthly basis. And finally, I want to thank each of yon for eontinuing to fight the good fight, on a daily
basis. Together, we have made, and will
continue to make, a difference.

There are other topics of interest in Khrbock, including the court's disposition of
the conflict of interest and Sixth Amendment questions. This opinion Should be
read by every lawyer who has either been
June 1987 1 VOICEfor the Defnse 3

arARLIf23 D. BUTTS*
NEWLYE ~ T E PReSmm,
D

TGDLA
rn%imWE~
BY
KERRY P. WTZGERALD
Chwles Butts islicensed to practim law
in two states, Thas and Montana. His
probsianal reputation gewra1iypde.c
him in case after o w ...civil or critphlal.
& isntsrriedto amost--ted
SunAntonio Court of AppiMs Justice, Shfrley
Butts, who wmmands considerableattention in her own right.
His interests indude boating, golf,
afld some paintin& a d a lot of
c o m a t i o n wkh th% wife-lawy%x-judge,
HSs got a laid-back, gentlemanly
Southern m a w that instantly relaxes and
easily cham%He's what m y ofUS would
d e s c h a s a"counzry1awJreCbuthe'ssituated in the large metropolitan tvea of San
Antwio.
Hp
known by hi8 colleagues for his
slow. deliberate, natgral southern drawl,
h b dogged preparedness and hi,$ h&im
legal mind.
Tp last time I met heard anyom use
the emmak!n 'Wb"was eiW in a Boy
Scout meeting or in a Roy Rogera movie*
and that was many, many moons ago, And
then I had an o p p ~ m k yto visft with
Cha~leaBuns and heard it a@n, when I
asked him how he ended upin San Antonio when he started in Wichita Falls.
In his words, "them were a lot more
W s than sffalghtdown 1-35 hbfore I hit
San Antonio? Initially, he rook Warren
Bpmetes place and worked in the offices
of John Watts who was president of
TACO, Wet known as TTLA, wd prmc4 VOICEfor &e D&nse /June 1987

ticed crkfnal law, some oil and gas, and bust and other problems developed, he
pkkitifFs workinWichitaFa&. Healed reamed to Texa6.
nnmmns lawsuits agaimt S h y Little
Professionally, Charles Butts Would
who represented k m w companies in e~6nhdlybecome &t S t t disbict atBig Spdng. Charlie to& on Warren Bur- tomey in Webb Pa%, POI! Wonh, and
San kintonis. Along the way he ~~ a
reputation as one of themat praficiedt and
well-respected pmseoutors in Tern. He
,
in hark^ Butts is a very also becaareinml~edinthepoliolidcalarena.
He was instrumental in tlre political camwdmmnhedrted3kind, and paigm of CWminPuroeU, w h o m m e w s l l l y for the United States Congress
ge41,erow person, He
but snccassllly for thestate Senate. BnU8
demonstrated excellence as was mpai,,
for firnouna p o ~ e ~ ~ ya
ties in West T e s in Ralph Yarbmngh's
final race in 1956.
defense
Judge
At one poiat during hb wm,Butts ww
askedby Stan Kfrk to investigate the locaI
Ted
226&
sheriff Who also happened to he the Pre5iDistrict Court, $an
dent of the T e a s Peace officers AssodAntonio
ation. E V ~ ~ ~theI shYeri,ff was indicted.
Eight days after the indictment,thesheriff
was re-elected in landdide vote. The
sheriff initially was tried on a suit tb renett in the rase for DA. Eunett prevailed move and e v e n d y the shetiff pIed on
h a dosely-contested race. When Little four of seven cmnts of brgery and was
offered Butts a job, Bats mepted aa4 p t a d on probation. Soon thw&r, he
practiced on the other side of the docket was sent to pdsm on a motion to revoke
and calltinued to do some criminal work. andhe was *shippeboff-something to do
ThisIedto additional civiIEtigation which with "beating up a woman who was a
led Bufts to Wyoming and Montana. Be- witness."
cause of the extent of the business inIn the w l y 70% Charles Butts and
volved, Butts moved to Montana and was Shirley set up private paatice in San Anl i m e d in February of 1957. When the tonia. They w e x e ~ o w nas a ggod -t.
cornunity busiaesg went from b o r n to Then Governor Clments appointed

at torn^.''

Butler,

nearby town;
o p e r a t o r saw 0 l e a v i n g p a r k w i t h 3 boys i n back o f
0. was
p i c k u p who
looked f r i g h t e n e d ;
she c a l l e d p o l i c e ;
apparently l a t e r arrested at.park,
t r u c k impounded and D charged
with
enticing a child.
Affidavit o f
1 boy [accompanyirig
c o m p l a i n t ] s a i d D t o l d boys t o ask p a r e n t s about g o i n g t o movie;
complainant t e s t i f i e d 0 s a i d n o t t o t e l l p a r e n t s about show o r
beer b u t t h a t he c a l l e d h i s mother i n 0's presence t o a s k , i f
he
c o u l d go t o show; when complainant's mother t o l d him he c o u l d n o t
3 boys
go,
none o f boys went t o movie n o r d i d D buy them beer;
accepted 0 ' s o f f e r t o d r i v e them home and en r o u t e t h e y looked a t
3 boys g o t o u t o f t r u c k a t complainant's
" d i r t y books";
all
house.
HELD:
Insufficient
evidence t o p r o v e 0
intended t o
interfere
w i t h complainant's p a r e n t s ' custody.
Mere o f f e r o f .
a c t i v i t y t o c h i l d which would remove c h i l d f r o m where p a r e n t s o r .
l e g a l guardian have p e r m i t t e d c h i l d t o be w i l l n o t a l o n e c o n s t i t u t - e an offense.
APPELLATE PRACTICE CAUTION -- MISSING WITNESS INDEX:
TCA n o t e s t h a t Statement o f F a c t s d i d n o t comply w i t h
Rule 201 because i t d i d n o t c o n t a i n a w i t n e s s
index.
"It s h o u l d be n o t e d by f u t u r e
litigants
TCA warns,
b e f o r e t h i s Court;
I F THE WITNESSES I N THIS CASE HAD
BEEN
MORE NUMEROUS I T WOULD HAVE BEEN
VIRTUALLY
AN0
IMPOSSIBLE TO ADEQUATELY REVIEW THE TESTIMONY,
RATHER IMPROBABLE THAT W
E WOULD DO SO."

R i c h a r d Eugene COLLINS.
No. 096-86
-- On S t ' s PDR -- O p i n i o n
b y Judge Davis;
Judge Teague D i s s e n t s ;
D i s s e n t i n g O p i n i o n by
Judge C l i n t o n , j o i n e d by Judges Onion and White; A p r i l 1, 1987
RIGHT TO COUNSEL -- CONFESSIONS -- NO INVOCATION OF COUNSEL
WHEN D ASI<ED I F HE WOULD GET LAWYER WHEN HE WENT TO HOUSTON:
In
a 5-4 s p l i t ,
m a j o r i t y o f TCA f i n d s t h a t f o l l o w i n g i n q u i r y about
appointment o f counsel d i d NOT c o n s t i t u t e i n v o c a t i o n of D's r i g h t
t o counsel.
FACTS:
On
1/15/84
0 a r r e s t e d i n Garland f o r u n r e l a t e d
robbery.
P o l i c e n o t i f i e d Houston o f f i c e r s i n response t o f l y e r .
spoke t o him
Day a f t e r a r r e s t Garland o f f i c e r gave D h i s r i g h t s ,
D
about r o b b e r i e s and t o l d him HPD were en r o u t e t o speak t o D.
d i d n o t request a t t o r n e y .
D was shown f l y e r from Houston.
F o l l o w i n g day,
HPD o f f i c e r s a d v i s e d D o f r i g h t s and spoke w i t h
D agreed t o g i v e w r i t t e n
him about r o b b e r i e s f o r 30-40 minutes;
statement and was t a k e n b e f o r e m a g i s t r a t e .
D d i d n o t request
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attorney at this point.
HPD warned D again and he gave written
statement.
At some point during interview, but before statement
given. D asked "if he would get an appointed lawyer when he went
to Houston". Officers testified that D's mention of attorney was
not made in reference to his statement and officers told D if he
did not have a lawyer when he got to Houston, one would be
appointed for him.
STANDARD
FOR
circumstances test.

REV I EW :

TCA

applied

a

totality

of

HELD:
ANY
reference to counsel does not constitute
invocation of right to counsel, whether made before or after
warnfngs given. Here D's statement was not directed to his right
to have a lawyer for the purpose of questioning.
NOTE:
TCA left open question of whether an ambiguous
or equivocal invocation is sufficient to require police
to cease questioning an accused.
APPELLATE PRACTICE NOTE -- STANDARD OF REVIEW FOR
RENDITION OF FACTS FOUND BY COURT OF APPEALS:
Majority
rejects suggestion that TCA must accept CtApp rendition
of facts "however incomplete, inaccurate or misleading
out reading of the record reveals that rendition to be."

Harold RUSSELL, No. 685-86 -- On D's PDR -- Opinion by Judge
Davis; Judges Onion Clinton and Teague Dissent; April 1, 1987.
RIGHT TO COUNSEL -- CONFESSIONS -- D'S QUESTION "DO YOU THINK
I NEED ONE CATTORNEY]?" WAS NOT INVOCATION OF RIGHT TO COUNSEL:
Offense occurred 6/13/84.
D gave
voluntary
FACTS:
statement on 1/20/85 after being taken to magistrate.
Following
day D was treated for self-inflicted gunshot wound which he said
he did because everyone believed he had killed complainant.
D
arrested 2/7/85 and given warnings 2 times that day.
D warned
On 2/9/85 detective again warned D and reviewed
again 2/8/85.
evidence gathered in case. After hearing this, D decided to give
statement. D then given warnings by magistrate for second time.
Prior to giving his statement, D asked officers present
"whether THEY thought presence of an attorney was necessary".
Detective answered that "he would not advise" D "as to whether an
attorney was necessary but did advise him that he had to right to
have one present during questioning." D answered affirmatively
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when asked if he wished to continue.
Ten minutes later D again asked officers if they thought
attorney was necessary.
They gave same reply as before.
The
whole scenario took place a third time.
D testified that officers told him, in response to his
questions about whether they thought he needed an attorney, "I
wouldn't recommend one," and "Well, if we do get you one it would
take a week or two weeks." T/C found that D never requested
attorney, never said he wanted to stop interview, and never
indicated he didn't want to give statement.

HELD:
D's
question cannot be viewed as a CLEAR invocation
of right to counsel because his question asking another's opinion
does not indicate his own assertion of his right.
When an
accused's
desires
are
related in an
equivocal
manner,
interrogating officers are not required to automatically cease
interrogation
-- instead, they are allowed to continue
questioning as long as questions are specifically aimed at
discovering an accused's true desire.
NOTE:
TCA says it has already adopted 5th Cir. standard
Nash v.Estelle, 597 F.2d 513 (5th Cir. 1979); Massengale
v. State, 710 S.W.2d 594, n.4

Federico Martinez MACIAS,
No. 69, 320
-- Cap i ta 1 Murder
Conviction Affirmed
Opinion by Judge Campbell; Judge Clinton
Concurs in Results; April 1, 1987

--

CONFESSIONS
-INTERROGATION:

STATEMENT TO FELLOW INMATE WAS

NOT

CUSTODIAL

FACTS:
D.A. requested sheriff to place D in jail cell with
On 2 prior occasions X provided inforrnatioon to D.A.'s office
regarding cases in which accuseds were charged with murder.
D.A. did not tell sheriff why he wanted D in cell with X; X was
not informed why he and D had been placed together. 4 days later
X told sheriff he wanted to talk to someone in D.A.'s office.
X
told D.A. about several conversations with D in which D described
the murders. X said another inmate C Y J might have overheard some
of the conversations between X and 0: X did not testify at trial
but Y did.
X.

ISSUE: D argued Y's testimony should not have been admitted
because X was acting as agent of State in his converSations with
D.
D urged that statements overheard by Y were product of

June 1987 / VOICEfor the Definse SDR-7

unlawful custodial interrogation.
HELD:

Under circumstances [i.e., D.A. never told sheriff or
wanted D in X's cell; X was never asked to question D
or report his discoveries to anyone] X was not actlng as agent
of law enforcement personnel.
X why D.A.

R~nnie Burnett ERWIN,
No.
69.
465
-- Capital Murder
Conviction Reversed and Remanded -- Opinion by Judge Miller;
Judges Onion,
Judges McCormick and Campbell Concur in Results;
Davis and White Dissent; April 1. 1987
COMPULSORY PROCESS -- DISCUSSION OF ADMISSIBILITY OF EVIDENCE
SHOWING GUILT OF THIRD PARTY FOR "STATE'S WITNESS" VS. ABSENT
PARTY :
FACTS:
State subpoenaed X; subpoena had been executed and
return of service made on 2/14/85.
During trial, on 3/20/85, D
also filed subpoena for X; ft was not served.
Same day D's atty
called X and told her she must appear in court the next day
because she had been subpoenaed. X did not appear and D informed
t/c that St had subpoenaed X; D requested writ of attachment.
T/C erroneously stated there was no return on X and that it would
not delay trial any further.
D's atty made bill of exception
summarizing what X would have testified to if her presence had
been compelled -- i.e.. that Y [an earlier St's witneessl had
admitted to killing victim himself.
T/C added that there was no
reasonable expectation of locating and procuring X ' s presence by
attachment w/o unduly delaying trial.
HELD:
Art. 24.03 provides that subpoena filed by St also
inures to D's benefit.
Under Art. 24.12 if a witness is served
and fails to appear, either side is entitled to writ of attachment.
0 met all 3 steps necessary to preserve error:
(1)
D must
request writ of attachment which is denied; ( 2 ) D must show what
( 3 ) D must show X's testimony
witness would have testified to;
would have been relevant and material -- here testimony would
have been admissible both (1) as proper impeachment of Y and (2)
as original direct evidence of Y's culpability.

TCA discusses admissibility of evidence showing guilt of 3rd
party
and discusses 2 lines of cases dealing with "St's
witnesses'' and "absent party" C i .e.. where 3rd party is neither
accomplice or witness].

,SDR-8 VOICEfir the Defense /
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SIGNIFICA N T
DECISIONS

OF

C O U R T

C R I M I N A L

A P P E A L S

Dwayne HARDY, No. 014-87 -- On D's PDR -- Per Curiam Opinion
[Judges Onion, Davis and Teague would grant across the board]:
March 18. 1987
CtApps affirmed at 722 S.W.2d

164.

JURY SELECTION -- BATSON RETROACTIVITY:
Prior to Supreme
Court's ruling in Griffith v. K_entucky, 107 S.Ct. 709, CtApp had
held Batson v.Kentucky. 106 S.Ct. 1712 was not to be applied
retroactively. Case remanded for reconsideration.

--

Ex parte Billy George HUGHES, Jr., No. 69. 725
Writ Relief
Granted -- Opinion by Judge Duncan; Judge White dissents; March
18. 1987

Opinion on direct appeal at 563 S.W.2d 581 (1978).
CAPITAL MURDER
JUROR UNDER

-V.

JURY SELECTION -- IMPROPER EXCLUSION OF.
TEXAS:
During jury selection in capital
June
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case, venireman Harrison was asked if he could answer the special
issues without being influenced by what he thought the penalty
might be, to which juror answered that although he would be aware
of the penalty when he answered the questions, he could answer
the special issues.
In Adams v.Texas, 100 S.Ct. 2521 (1980) the Supreme Court
held that-~ec. 12.31(b) was being unconstiutionally used; thus.
the St could no longer excluded from jury service those jurors
who merely said "that they would be 'affected' by the possibility
of the death penalty, but who apparently meant only that the
potentially lethal consequences of their decisions would invest
their deliberations with greater seriousness and gravity or would
involve them emotional ly."
Here the juror honestly conceded that the possible automatic infliction of death would "influence" his consideration of
factual issues but never stated that such an awareness would
affect his responsibility as a juror.
TCA made clear, once
again, that the question on review is not IF the juror would be
affected, but HOW MUCH. Focus should always be on the DEGREE or
extent to which the juror would be affected.
TCA rejected St's claim that Witt v. Wainwright, 105 S.Ct.
844 (1985) would deny relief, stressing that Wltt did NOT change
Witt
.
modified Witherspoon v . I 1 linois,
the principle in Adams.
88 S.Ct. 1770 (1968)to the extent that:
(1)
"automatically
voting against the imposition of capital punishment" is no longer
the proper standard for determining when venireman may be
(2) no longer does juror's bias have to be
excluded for cause.
proved with "unmistakable clarity", and (3) great. deference is to
be given t/c's discretion in excusing.
However, statement by
potential juror that he would be influenced by the possibility of
death as an alternative punishment cannot be considered synonymous with a substantial impairment of his performance as a juror.

-Charles Andrew MESSER,
No.
570-84 -- On St's M/Reh.
Opinion by Judge Opinion;
Dissenting Opinion by Judge Clinton,
joined by Teague; April 1 , 1987

-- IS FAILURE OF T/C TO SIGN STIPULATION UNDER
STI PULATIONS
ART. 1.15 A DOUBLE JEOPARDY CLAIM OF INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE? TCA
says no.
ISSUE: Does the absence of t/c's signature approving waiver
98
and consent call for acquittal under e
s v. United States,
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S.Ct. 2141 (1978) and z e e n e v.Massey, 98 S.Ct. 2151 (197817
What are double jeopardy implications of reversal of conviction
supported only by inadmissable evidence [i.e., stipulations
orally admitted into evidence by t/c who failed to indicate his
written approval of D's duly executed waiver of appearance,
confrontation, and cross-ex of witnesses, and his written consent
to stipulate to evidence and introduction of written statements]?
ORIGINAL OPINION: On original submission TCA had reversed,
finding that stipulated evidence did not meet requirements of
Art. 1.15 and ordering acquittal. On rehearing St argued opinion
was in irreconcilable conflict with Ex parte DUE,
581 S.W.2d
683 (1979).
Duran had held that error regarding admission of
stipulated evidence in guilty plea case was trial error.
FACTS:
D prosecuted for possession of cocaine. He lost
hearing on M/Suppress, following which he waived jury trial and
entered plea of N/G.
Evidence was "stipulated" and D found
quilty.
D attacked sufficiency of evidence on grounds St had
failed to offer chemist's report that substance was cocaine or
even a lab report that substance submitted tested positive.
HELD: Here the basic error was NOT proceeding to enter
judgment on insufficient evidence, but error in admitting stipulation without written approval of t/c as to D's waiver of rights
and consent to stipulate.
Because this was trial error, no
double jeopardy.
CAUTION:
When the plea is NOT GUILTY, stlpulations
before a JURY, whether oral or written, do NOT have to
comply with art. 1.15, V.A.C.C.P.
NOTE: Do not confuse this with requirement that Art. 1.15 apPIies to
trials to the COURT on pleas of not guilty.
In court
trials, although the STIPULATION does NOT have to be
signed byt/c, Art. 1.15 requires t/c to sign WAIVER of
rights and consent to stipulate.
TCA acknowledges
that "loose language" indicating it is stipulation
itself that has to be signed and approved has crept
into courtroom language, briefs and appallate court
opinions -- that loose language is a misstatement.

Orlando ANGULO,
No. 1197-84 -- On St's PDR -- Opinion by
Judge Davis; Judges Clinton and Campbell concur in results; Judge
Teague dissents; April 1, 1987
SEARCH
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SURVEILLANCE GAVE PROBABLE CAUSE FOR WARRANTLESS SEARCH
CAR :

OF

D'S

FACTS: On 6/23/83, officer received anonymous telephone tip
that a red American Motors Pacer with license plate RUV 662
contained narcotics; would contain 2 Cuban males, one of them D;
that car's gas cap was missing and red rag used in place; that
destination of car was apt. 54 at 7201 Spencer Highway: and that
car was en royte.
Informant had not provided information before
and did not reveal source of his information.
Officers went to apartment and saw car, occupied by 2 males,
Parked in space directly in front of apt. 54. Officers saw 2 men
get out of car when approached by others.
When additional car
drove into lot and parked directly behind Pacer.
officer
initiated investigatory stop and learned 1 of original men in car
was D, who had been named by informant.
Search of car netted
2000 methaqualone pills in paper sack in spare tire compartment.
Officer receiving phone call had been involved in prior
surveillance at apt. 54 because of suspected narcotis activity.
Second
officer had been workins on narcotics investigation at
apt. 54 for 2 months and had personally seen what appeared to be
"narcotics related
'traffic
in and out of the apt'" on 25
occasions. That offficer also had information from reliable confidential informant that resident of apt. 54 was selling drugs
at adjacent gameroom.
HELD :

TCA used "totality of circumstances" test
of
Gates, 103 5.13. 2317 (1983).
Here independent
investigation by police confirmed every aspect of informant's tip
except whether car actually contained contraband.
This, coupled
with surveillance at apartment and surrounding area based on
previously
gathered independent
information,
gave
police
sufficient probable cause to search without warrant.
Illinois
--v.

David Wayne CUNYUS.
No. 949-85 -- On D's PDR -- Opinion by
Judge Duncan; Judges Onion and White Concur in Results; April 1 ,
1987.
SUFFICIENCY OF EVIDENCE -- ENTICING CHILD: TCA found foI1owing
facts insufficient to show D affected or diminished parent's
ability to control or raise child, as required by offense of
enticing child:
operators of recreation park saw D entertaining
5-6 boys age 6-12 in afternoon and early evening; D told boys he
would buy them some beer if they would go with him to movie in
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55 Miles Per HourIs it a Legal Speed Limit in Texas?
by William L. Otten, Jr.
Port Aransas, Texas
IEdifor's Note: 7his is a very unusual, 1
I
well written, and thoroughly briefed article. m e title, while descriptive ofthe contents, does not alter the reader to some of
the ramifications of the article, such as
how the legal msoning employed by Mr.
Otten can be used to attack other statutes
based upon the separation ofpowers docNine or to support a contention that aparticular search and seizure resulting from
an automobile stop for a speeding viokztion is illegal.]
Since January 1974 Texans have been
told that the legal speed limit in Texas is
55 miles per hour. Law enforcementagencies throughout the state have routinely enforced a 55 mile per honr limit on both
state and interstate highways. Younger
drivers appear to haveaecepted the 55 mile
limit thinking that federal law requires it.
Older drivers, however, remember when
the speed limit was 70 miles per hour
throughout the state. Why did it change?
Mr. Onen received his J.D. Degreefrom
The highways are essentially the same or Dickinson School of Law and his Master
better than they were 13 years ago, and irn- of Laws Degreefrom Georgetown Univerproved engineering has given us safer au- sity. He is admitted to practice in Texas
tomobiles.
and Pennsylvania. He is also admitted to
Change was precipitated by-the events practice before the United States Supreme
of 1973 when we were faced with a severe Court and the United States District Courts
fuel shortage. A variety of measures were for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania
infroduced to counter the Arabs and and the Northern District of Texas. He
OPEC. Daylight saving time was extended; served with distinction in both the United
car pools were encouraged; we insulated States Marine Corps beginning in 1943
our homes to save heat, and received ener- and the United States Air Force beginning
gy credits on our income tax.
in 1958. He has been Associate Judge,
The federal government conilnded, WichitaFalls Municipal Courtfrom 1976
among other things, that a major saving of to 1981and a pari-time instructor in crimigasoline could be achieved if we drove our nal justice at Western State Universiry.
cars at 55 miles per honr, or less. Thus a 197681. He is a member o f N w e s Counfy
so-called national speed limit came into Bar Association.
being. In accordance with staqrigbts provisions of the Constitution of thi5United
States the federal governmen< had no Congress passed a law which appears as
authority to regulate the speed of motor ve- PL 93-643, 23 US. Code. Section 154.
hicles in the states. However, as an en- In substance this statute provides for a loss
couragement to the states, the 93rd of federal highway funds to any state which
, A

has a maximum s o d limit in excess of
55 miles per
legislative history
of this statute appears in the 1974 edition
of US. Code Congressional and Administrative News).
In 1973anyone reading the record would
have had no donbt that the Congressional
purpose of this legislation was to conserve
fuel in a time of emergency.
In that context, the Texas Legislature
responded to the emergency, and met in
Special Session on December 18, 1973.
From December 18th until December 2lst
the Senate and the House of Representatives hammered out a bill which was
passed on December 21,1973, as Section
169B, Article6701d, Vernon's Annotated
Civil Statntes. The preface to the record
of this special session as contained inTexas
Session Laws 1973 reads as follows:

hour.- he

One law was enacted at the First
Called Session of the 63rd Legislaturein 1973, authorizing the setting
of speed limits consistent with energy conservation.
In December 1973 anyone reading the
record would have had little doubt that the
intention of the Texas legislature was to
reduce speed limits consistent with the
Congressional purpose to conserve energy
in a time of emergency.
Since emergencies are not permanent,
the leglislatnre did not repeal the 70 mile
per honr speed l i t , and replace it with
a new limit. On the contrary, the 70 mile
per hour limit was retained and the legislators accomplished their purpose by
delegating authority to set a temporary
lower speed limit to the State Highway
Commission (now the State Department of
Highways and Public Transportation). The
temporary nature of the new speed S i t
was apparent because any change in speed
limits would remain in effect for only 120
June 1987 1 VOICEfor the Defense 17

days. (Subsection (i) of Section 169B).
Pursuant to this statutory authority the
Department issued a series of 120 day orders, the fust being Minute Order No.
68283, dated January 8, 1974, effective
January 20, 1974, which changed the maximum speed limit on Texas highways to 55
miles per hour. The most recent, in anunbroken chain of 120 day orders since then,
is Minute Order No. 85188, dated December 22, 1986, wbich became effective
January 28, 1987.
The fly in the ointment is, that neither
the Commission nor its successor, the
Department, did what it was told. Section
169B contains the following language:
(a) If the State Highway Commission finds that thefacts specified in
subsection (b) exist, it may enter an
order. . . . .
Subsection (b) then provides:
An order issued under subsection
(a) of this section is justified if the
commission f d s the followingfocts
exist, wbich must be stated in the
order:. . .

.

The required facts are:
(1) That a severe shortage of motor fuel
or other petroleum products exists; and
(2) That the shortage was caused by
war, national emergency or other circumstances; and
(3) That a reduction of speed limits will
serve to foster conservation purposes and
safety; or
(4) The failure to alter state speed limits
will prevent the state from receiving
revenue for highway purposes fmm the
federal government.
The &ole findimgof the Department, supposedly supporting each of these 120 day
orders, is that failure to reduce the speed
limit to 55 will result in a loss of federal
highway funds. Neither the Wit order, nor
the latest, contain a finding that a severe
shortage of motor fuel exists. Such a fmding could not havc becn made for the past
several vcars. The condition of thc Texas
oil indktry is moot testimony that there
is no shortage of motor fuel.
It is apparent that the legislature intended to permit a reduction of the speed limit
because of the fuel shortage. However,
Section 166, which provide$ a 70 mph
speed limit, was not repealed, and a 55
mph limit was not enacted as a permanent
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law. One can only ask why the legislature which the agency may exercise its powers,
did not pass such a law. The answer must and these standards and requirementsmust
be that a majority of our senators and he strictly adhered to. (See generally 73
representatives did not think such a law to C.J.S. Public Administrative Law and
be in the best interest of the citizens of the Procedure Sections 27-30, 89; 1 AmJur
state. Consequently a temporary method 2d, Administrative Law, Sections
was devised, wherein the Department, 123-125, 447-448).
These rules have been applied in Texas
upon fmdimg the appropriate facts, could
jurisprudence in terms whicb leave little
provide a l i t lower than 70.
Implemeutation of a scheme of this na- room for argument or speculation. The
ture requires that great care be taken. Ar- Court of Civil Appeals in Bexar Counfy
ticle II, Section 1 of the Texas Constitu- Bail Bond Bmrdv. Deckard, 604 S.W.2d
tion provides for a separation of powers 214 (Civ. App. San Antonio, 1980) no
between the executive, legislative and ju- writ, said:
dicial branches of government, following
. . .the principle is solidly estabprinciples enunciated by Montesquieu in
lished that the rules promulgated by
"Spirit of the Laws" (1748), and adopted
an administrative agency are valid if
by the Supreme Court of the United States
they are constitutional, within the
in construing theFederal Constitution. The
granted power, and adopted in acSupreme Court of Texas stated the rule
cordance with proper procedure. . .
quite simply in Brown v. Humble Oil &
Another very solid proposition, at
Refining Co., (1935) 126 T.296,83 S.W.
least under Texas law, is that mles
2d 935, reb. den. 87 S.W.2d 1069:
and regulations adopted by admiuistrative agencies may not impose adThe power to pass laws rests with the
ditional burdens, conditions or
legislature and cannot be delegated.
restrictions in excess of or inconsistent with statutory provisions.
Although it is an unconstitutional violation of the senaration of oowcrs doctrine
for a 1eeislat;re to dele&te its law mak- In that case the Bail Bond Board was ening pow& to an adminisGative agency, the joined from enforcing a regulation adopted
complexities of modern life have ereated by the Board which exceeded statutory
m a s situations in which l i t e d powers authority.
In Land v. State, 581 S.W.2d 672,1979,
may be delegated to administrative
agencies.
the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
They may be empowered to vary laws reversed a conviction alleging violation of
by extending, restricting or waiving their fishing regulations. In arriving at its deciapplication or granting exemptions. (1 sion the Court said:
AmJur 2d, Adrninstrative Law Sec, 124).
Since we are dealing with a regulaAgencies may be empowered to find facts
tion which is penal in nature, we
to determine when a law will be put into
must strictly construe the rule makeffect, suspended or otherwise applied. (1
ing authority. Strict construction
AmTur Zd, Administrative Law, Sec. 125).
Finally the legislature may authorize adforces us to look at the clear lanministrative agencies to adopt and enforce
guage of the guidelines established
by the legislature. . .
rules and regulations. (73 C.J.S. Public
Administrative Law and Procedure, Sec.
It is clear that an administrative agency,
30).
A legislature may therefore, within con- such as the Department of Transportation
stitutional bounds of propriety state what and Highways, exercising a delegated
the law will be under certain circumstances power is strictly bound by the mandates
and clothe an administrative agency with imposed by the legislature. Any attempt by
a fact findimg power enabling it to deter- the agency to exceed the powers granted
mine when those circumstances exist by the legislatureviolates fundamental urnwhich will trigger the implementation of cepts of constitutional law, including the
that law. AU of these situations have one doctrine of separation of powers, and is
central requirement. The legislame must therefore void.
specify the standards and criteria under
This raises a critical question. Are these

it is the duty of the Supreme Court
to so adjudge. U.S. v. Finnell, 185
U S . 236, 22 S.Ct. 633, 46 L.ed.
890.
Departmental practice in the administration of a stahlte will control
the courts only when such practice
is reasonable. Robinson v. Lundrigan, 227 US. 173,33 S.Ct. 255,57
L.ed. 468.
The rule in Texas was clearly enunciated
by the Supreme Court of Texas in Teacher
Retirement System v. Duckworfh, 260
S.W. 2d 632, (Tex. 1953):
Construction of law by those whose
duty is to apply and execute it, especially when such construction has
prevailed for a long time, is entitled
to great weight, but is not controlling, hut such rule does not apply
where the meaning of the statute is
plain and unambiguous.
The Department's failure to follow the
terms of a clear and unambiguous stature
have transgressed the separation of powers doctrine and resulted in a series of invalid orders which the statute itself
condemns. Subsection (e), section 169B,

Datson v. Kentucky
contiwed fiom page I6

say that she did not alter the jury selection
in any way in response 10 the prosecutor's
comment. The District Court concluded
that the prosecutor's contact with the jury
clerk would he examined and dealt with by
someone as it may have fallen into the
category of possible prosecutorial misconduct but the District Court did not feel that
it affected the integrity of the selection of
the jury and therefore a new trial would
not he necessary in the event that Brown
was convicted.

Significance of Griffith
There are a number of significant aspects
of the G r m h decision.
The first and most obvious is its effect
upon the Batson decision. GrifFthheld that
Batson was retroactive as to all cases, state
or federal, pending on direct review or not
yet final.
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provides:

Since neither the orders, nor the Governors' proclamations find a fuel shortage,
the orders are simply of no effect.

It would seem that the people acting
through their elected representatives in the
legislature approved a reduced speed l i t
to counter the fuel shortage. The people,
and the legislature have never authorized
a reduced speed limit solely because federal highway funds might be lost, or for
reasons of safety, or any other reason. Until such a stahlte is enacted, reflecting the
political will of the people, an administrative agency has no power to set a lower
speed limit solely to prevent a loss of such
funds, or to accomplish some other
purpose.
There is certainly discontent in many
quarters over the 55 mile limit. On February 3,1987 the Senate of the United States
considered a hill raising speed limits nationally to 65. Senator Gramm, of Texas,
spoke in favor of the bill, commenting by
way of illustration, on the dilemma of a
driver travelling from Fort Worth to Lubbock. Westerners confronted with vast
spaces, are generally in favor of a higher
limit. Yet long after the reason for q e rule
has passed into history the Eastern establishment continues to dictate speed limits
in Texas. Where else but Texas should we
look for the political will to throw off the
yoke which hinders and harasses our every
day lives?
W

Second, Grifith significantly altered the
"retroactive doctrine." The Court reviewed
at some length its previous holdings that
retroactivity depended on (1) the purpose
to he served by the new standards; (2) the
extent of the reliance hy law enforcement
authorities on the old standards: and (31 the
effect on the administration df just& of
a retroactive application of the new standards. Linkletter v. Walker, 381 U.S. 618
85 S.Ct. 1731, 14 L.Ed.2d 601 (1965);
Stovall v. Denno, 388 U S . 293,87 S.Ct.
1967,18 L.Ed.2d 1199 (1967). The Court
ultimately held that "a new rule for the conduct of criminal prosecutions is to be applied retroactively to all cases, state or
federal, pending on direct review or not
yet final, with no exception for cases in
which the new rule constitutes a 'clear
break' with the past." Grififh, supra at
71-6It is also clear that Grifith was able to
gain relief from his state conviction because his counsel filed the Petition for Writ
of Certiorari from theKentucky Appellate

Court to the United States Supreme Court;
and that Willie Davis Brown, whose Petition was considered along with that of
Grifith, likewise gained relief because he
also filed a Petition for Writ of Certiorari
from the decision rendered by the United
States Court of Appeals for the 10th Cucuit. Having thus kept their respective
cases alive, both GriSgirh and Brown ultimately prevailed. The strategies involved
also directly impact litigation in Texas Appellate Courts, particularly as to substantial issues which are currently being
litigated and the very significant decision
which has to he made by appellate counsel as to whether m file a Petition for Discretionary Review in the Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals, and perhaps whether to
also file a Petition for Writ of Certiorari
in the United States Supreme Court.
The ultimate irony which binds both Batson and Grifith is that they were tried three
months apart in Jefferson Circuit Courtand the sameprosecutor exercised peremptory challenges at the trials.

When the commission enters an order under this section, it shall file the
order in the office of the governor.
The governor shall thenundertakean
independent finding of fact and determine the existence of the facts in
Subdivisions (I), (2), (3) or (4) of
subsection (b) of this section. Before
the eighth day. . .the governor shall
conclude his fhd'mg of fact, issue a
proclamation stating whether the
necessary facts exist. . .and file copies of the order and his proclamation in the office of the Secretary of
State.
Subsection (0 of Section 169B, further
provides:
If the governor's proclamation states
that thefacts necessary to support the
commission's order exist, the order
takes effect according to subsection
(g) of this section. Otherwise the
order is of no effect.

-.

Jury Selection Under Datson v. Kentucky
by Honorable Michuel E. Keasler
Judge 292nd Judicial District Court-Dallas

Introduction
The Supreme Court's opinion in Batson

v. Kentucky radically alters both the use
and nature of the peremptory challenge in
criminal cases. This article discusses the
background of Butson and contains some
suggestions as to how best to implement
the decision. While this article is by no
means the definitive statement of Batson
and its ramifications, I hope it win provide
some guidance to the bench and bar when
Batson issues are raised in the future.

Summary of the Case of
Batson v. Kentucky
Judge Keasler hss presided over the
29211dJudiciul District Court since September 1981, having been appointed by
Governor Clements. While with the Dalh s County District Attorney3 o@cefiom
1%9-1981, he was assigned to the career
criminuLdivisionfora number of yearsand
rose to the position of senior felony chief
prosecutor. He received his Bachelor of
Laws Degreefrom the Wniversiryof Texas
School of Law and is licensed to practice
befoe the Supreme Court of Texas, the
United Stares Districr Courtfor the Northem District of Taras, rhe United States
Court ofAppealsfor the Fifth Circuit and
the United States Supreme Court
He is the C h u i m of the Criminal Law
Secfionof the Dallas Bar Association and
?hepast c h a i m n oflhe CrfmilralDistrict
Judges (1983) and the Dallas County
Juvenile Board (198546).
l?mauthoracknowledge~the assistunce
of Allan Fishbum, Staff Attorney, Dallas
County Criminal Disnict Courts, in the
preparation of the original draft of these
materials.

Batson was a black man, indicted in
Kentucky for second degree burglary and
receipt of stolen goods. On the first day
of trial in Jefferson Circuit Court, the
judge conducted voir dire examination of
the venire, excused certainjumrs for cause
and permitted the parties to exercise
peremptory challenges.
The Kentucky Rules of Criminal Procedure authorize the trial court to permit
counsel to conduct voir dire examination
or to conduct the examination itself. After
jurors have been excused for cause, the
parties exercise their peremptory challenges simultaneously by striking names
from a list of qualified jurors equal to the
number to be seated plus the number of alIowabIe perempfory challenges. Since the
offense charged in this case was a felony,
and an alternate juror was called, the
prosecuror was entitled to six peremptory
challenges, and defense counsel to nine.
The prosecutor used his peremptory
challenges to strike all four blackpersons
on the venire, and a jury composed only
of white persons was selected.
Defense counsel moved to dischargethe
jury before it was sworn on the ground that

the p r o ~ u t o ~removal
s
of the black
veniremen violated the defendant's rights
under the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments to ajury drawn from a cross-section
of the wmmunity andunder the Fourteenth
Amendment to equal protection of the
laws. Counsel requested a hearing on his
motion. Without expressly ruling on therequest for a hearing, the trial judge observed
that the parties were entitled to use their
peremptory challenges to "strike anybody
they want to."' The trial court denied Batson's Motion, reasoning that the cross
section requiremeat applies only to selection of the venire and not to selection of
the petit jury itself.
The iury convicted Batsan on both
counts.- &fore the Kentucky Supreme
Court, Batson pressed, among other
ekims, the argument concerning the prosecutor's use of peremptory challenges. Batson conceded that Sw'n v. Alatama, 380
U S . 202 (1965) foreclosed an equal protection claim based solely on the prosecutor's conduct in this case, but urged the
court to follow decisions in other jurisdictions and to hold that such conduct violated his rights under the Sixth Amendment
and Section 11 of the Kentucky Constitution to a jury drawn from a cross-section
of the community.
Batson also argued that the facts showed
the prosecutor had engaged in a "pattan"
of discriminatory challenges in this case
and established en q u a l protection violation under Swain.
The Kentucky Supreme Court aflifmed,
and in part, observed that it recently had
reaflir&d its rcliance on Svwin and had
held that a dcfcndnnt alleging lack of a fair
cross-section nwst demi)nstratc svstematic
exclusion of a group of jurors irom the
venire.
Before the Supreme Court, Batson argued that the prosecutor's conduct violatJune 1987 1 VOICEfor the Defense 13

ed his rights under the Sixth and
Fourteenth Amendments to an impartial
jury and to a jury drawn from a crosssection of the community. The United
States Supreme Court interpreted Batson>
position as one which tried to avoid "inviting the court to reconsider one of its own
precedents," i.e. Swain. The State, on the
other hand, insisted that Bafsonwas claiming a denial of equal protection and that
the Supreme Court must consider Swain
to find a constitutional violation upon this
record. Quite obviously, the State wished
to place the Supreme Court in the quandary of having to re-evaluate Swain which
had been followed by the states for several
decades.
The Supreme Court agreed with the
State that resolution of Batson's claim
properly turned on the application of equal
protection principles, proceeded to decide
Batson based upon those principles and expressly declined to express any view on the
merits of Batson's Sixth Amendment arguments. One must wonder if this Sixth
Amendment argument is still tenable.
Interestingly enough, the Court in Batson reviewed in detail many of the constitutionalprinciples enunciated in Swain.
Under Swain, it was established that the
defendant must offer evidence to show purposeful discrimination in the use of
peremptory challenges such as to exclude
blacks from the jury to show a contravention of the equal protection clause.
However, the example given in Swain to
establish an inference of purposeful discrimination required the defendant to show
that a prosecutor in case after case,
whatever the circumstances, whatever the
crime, and whoever the defendant or victim may he, was responsible for the
removal of blacks who have been selected
as qualifiedjurors by thejury commissioners and who have survived challenges for
cause, with the result that no negroes ever
sewed on petitjuries. In Swain, the defendant showed that the prosecutors had exercised their strikes to exclude blacks from
the jury but did not offer proof of circumstances under which prosecutors were
responsible for striking black jurors beyond the facts of his own case.
Logically enough, many lower courts
read Swain as requiring proof of repeated
striking of blacks over a number of cases
in order to establish a violation of the equal
protection clause which in turn placed
14 VOICEfor the Def@nse/June 1987

defendants in the situation which required
"crippling burden of proof" and rendered
the prosecutor's peremptory challenges
largely immune from constitutional
scrutiny.
Initially in Barson, the Court rejected
this evidentiary fonnulation as inconsistent
with standards that had been developed
since Swain for assessing a prima facie
case under the equal protection clause.
It is respectfully submitted that the
evidentiary formulations utilized by
numerous jurisdictions until Batson were
consistent with the requirements of Swain.
The crux of the matter is that not until Batson did the Supreme Court actually meld
theory with practice, at least to some limited degree.

The Batson Test:
Four Requirements
As was the case in Swain and all other
equal protection cases, the burden is placed
upon the defendant to prove purposefil
discrimination on the part of the State. A
defendant may establish a prima facie case
of purposeful discrimination in selection of
the petit jury solely on evidence concerning the prosecutor's exercise of peremptory
challenges at the defendant's trial.
To establish such a case, the defendant
must establish the following:
(1) The defendant must show that he is
a member of a cognizable racial group.
Castan& v. Partida, 430 U S . 482
(1977).
(2) The defendant must show that the
prosecutor has exercised peremptory
challenges to remove from the venire,
members of the defendant's race.
(3) The defendant is entitled to rely on
the fact (as to which there can be no dispute) that peremptory chauenges constitute
a jury selection practice that permits those
to discriminate who are of a mind to discriminate. Avery v. Georgia, 345 U S . 559
(1955), and
(41 The defendant must show that these
fadti and any other relevant circumstances
raise an inference that the prosecutor used
thatpractice to exclude the veniremen from
the petit jury on account of a race.
The combination of factors in the impaneling of the petit jury, as in the selection of the venire, raises the necessary
inference of purposeful discrimination.
The Supreme Court next instructed the

trial court, in deciding whether the defendant has made the requisite showing, to
consider all relevant circumstances. Two
examples were given. First, a "pattern" of
strikes against black jurors included in the
particular venire might give rise to an inference of discrimination; the second, the
prosecutofs questions and statements during voir dire and in exercising his
challenges may support or refute an inference of discriminatory purpose.
The Supreme Court expressed c o d dence that trial judges would be able to decide if the circumstances concerning the
prosecutor's use of peremptory challenges
created a prima facie case of discrimination against black jurors.
Lower court cases decided on state constitutional andlor Sixth Amendment
grounds are only somewhat more illustrative than the examples provided by the
Majority in Batson. In Riley v. State, 496
A.2d 997 (Del. 1985) the Supreme Court
of Delaware stated that the defendant could
make out a prima facie case by showing
thc proswutor challenged all the menlbeli
of an idcntifiablc nrouo in the vcuirc or hv
showing the prosecator used a disproportionate number of peremptory challenges
against a particular racial group, or showing that the veniremen challenged were
homogeneous only with respect to their
race. Other examples where a prima facie
case was established include striking the
members of a cognizable group without
asking any individual questions during voir
dire examination leading of course to the
inference that the prosecutor lacked sufficient information to base his strikes on anything but physical appearance. See, People
v. Wheeler, 583 P.2d 748 (Cal. 1978);
People v. A l d e r , 159 Cal. App. 3d 75,
205 Cal. Rptr. 387 (1984).
From the foregoing, as well as the Batson opinion, it is unclear what is actually
required to raise an inference of pnrposeful discrimination beyond a showing by the
defendant that he is a member of a cognizable racial erouo and the rosec cut or has
exercised peremptory challenges to remove from the venire members of his race.
Aside from the obvious situation presented
in Avery v. Georgia, 345 U.S. 559 (1953),
it seems that a mere numerical showing
that the proswutor has struck most or all
individuals from the venire of the defendant's race may suffice.
Once the defendant makes a prima facie

., .

- .

showing, the burden shifts to the State to
come forward with a neutral explanation
for challenging black jurors. The Court
recognizes that this requirement imposes
a limitation in some cases on the full
peremptory character of the historic
-challenge hut emphasized that the prosecutor's explanation need not rise to the level
justifying exercise of a challenge for cause.
The prosecutor may not rebut the defendant's prima facie case of discrimination
by stating merely that he challenged jurors
of the defendant's race on the assumptionor his intuitivejudgment-that they would
be partial to the defendant because of their
shared race. Nor may the prosecutor rebut
the defendant's case merely by denying that
he had a discriminatory motive or affirming his good faith in individual selections.
It is quite obvious that ifthese general assertions were dignified as sufficient to
rebut a defendant's prima facie case, the
equal protection clause "would he but a
vain and illusory requirement.'' Again, it
is emphasized that the prosecutor must articulate a neutral explanation related to the
particular case to the tried. The prosecutor must give a "clear and reasonably
specific" explanation of his "legitimate reasons" for exercising the challenges. Texas
Dept. of Community Affairs vs. Burdine,
450 U S . 248,258 (1958); Batson v. Kentucky, 39 CRL 3061,3066 Footnote #20.
Thus, the State cannot meet its burden
imposed by Batson by a reliance upon
"mere general assertions that its officials
did not discriminate or that they properly
performed their official duties." Alexander
v. Louisiana, 405 U S . 625 (1972). Again,
the Supreme Court emphasized that Yhe
state must demonstratethat 'permissible racially neutral selection criteria and procedures have produced the monochromatic
result.''' Batsort 39 CRL 3065 (this quotation is about three paragraphs under B, IU
of the Majority opinion).
The trial court then has the duty to determine if the defendant has established
purposeful discrimination. In this regard,
the Supreme Court accords that considerable deference should be given to the trial
court's findings. "Since the trial judge's
fmdhgs in the context under consideration
here largely will turn on evaluation of
credibility, a reviewing court ordinarily
should give those findings great deference." (Footnote 21 of part 4 of Majority
Opinion).

The Court offers little guidance as to
what is required of the prosecutor offering the trial judge an explanation for his
challenges. However, lower wurt decisions offer some anecdotal examples of
what has and what has not been deen~e#
a sufficient explanation. For example, in
a recent Seventh Circuit opinion, Uaited
States v. Tucker, 773 F.2d 136 (7th Cir.
1985), the prosecutor struck all four bIack
veniremen in a complicated commercial
transaction case, asserting that he had done
so because the veniremen in question were
poorly educated and therefore, unqualified
to hear the case. The trial judge accepted
this explanation and his decision was affirmed by the Court of Appeals. The explanations offered by the prosecutor in
People v. Ortega, 156 Cal. App.3d 63,
202 Cal. Rptr. 657 (CaLApp. 5th Dist.,
1984), were also deemed acceptable. In
this case, the State struck one black venireman because he felt her occupation as a social worker made her more sympathetic to
defendants. A second juror was excused
who had conscientious reservations about
sitting in judgment of another. A third
juror was struck to maintain a balance between men and women on the jury. The
prosecutor explained in Kiug v. Cosuty of
Nassau, 581 F.Supp. 493 (C.D.N.Y.
1984) that he struck two black veniremen
because they remained aloof from the other
members of the venire and seemed distant
and reticent during voir dire examination.
This was deemed an acceptable explanation. However, a similar explanation was
found wanting by the California Supreme
Court in People v. Hall, 672 P.2d 854
(Ca1.1983), were the prosecutor struck a
black venireman because he segregated
himself from other members of the jury
and never smiled, leading the prosecutor
to believe he did not possess the sensitivity
to sit on the case.
The courts have been reluctant to accept
the prosecutor's explanation where disparate treatment is shown. Once again in
People v. Hall, supra, the prosecutor explained he struck a venireman because she
had a son about the same age as the male
defendant. The California Supreme Court
found this explanation pretextual, since the
record showed three other non-black female jurors who were not challenged had
children about the same age as the defendant. In Rontarl v. Abrarns, 608 F.Supp.
629 (S.D.N.Y. 1985), the prosecutor as-

serted he struck a black who had friends
in law enforcement, but he did not strike
other non-black veniremen for that reason.
In Cornmouwealth v. DiMatleo, 427
N.E.2d 754 (Mass.App.Ct. 1981), the
court found the prosecutor's explanation to
be pretextual where he had strnck a black
juror because she was a widow, particularly in view of the prosecutor's attempt to
change his reason after being asked to justify the challenge.

Procedure
The Supreme Court declined to formulate particular procedures to be followed
upon a defendant's timely objection to a
prosecutor's challenges. Batson slip op. at
19. Nor do the lower court cases set out
specific procedures. Therefore, the following are a few suggestions as how one might
implement the ruling in Batsotz.
Following defendant's objection to the
prosecutor's peremptory challenges, an informal "Batson" hearing on the record
should be held outside the presence of the
venire. At that time, defense counsel
should attempt to make his prima facie
case. If necessitated by the court's ruling,
as to whether counsel has raised an inference of discrimination, the prosecutor must
then provide the court a neutral, reasonable explanation for his selections. The
defense should be allowed to respond to
the State's arguments before ruling, and in
appropriate cases, the trial judge may also
want to ask questions of either side in order
to gather enough information to make a
well-reasoned ruling and to preserve a
clear record in case of appeal.

Remedy
In light of the variety of jury selection
practices followed by the States, the Court
expressly refused to decide whether it is
more appropriate, upon a finding of discrimination, for the trial court to discharge
the venire and select a new jury from a
panel not associated with the case or to disallow the discriminatory challenges and resume selection with the improperly
challenged juror reinstated on the venire.

Retroactivity: Collateral
Review of Convictions
The Majority opinion did not address the
June 1987 1 VOICEfor the Defense 15

issue of whether Batson would be applied
retroactively. However, Justices Whiteand
OTonnor wrote in concurring opinions
that the decision does not apply retroactively. The Chief Justice, in his dissenting
opinion, joined by Justice Rehnquist also
expressed the view that the opinion is not
to be given retroactive application.
In Chief Justice's Opinion:
"Applying today's decision retroactively obviously would lead to a
whole host of problems, if not utter
chaos. Determining whether a defendant has made a prima facie showing of invidious intent, and, if so,
whether the State has a sufficient
neutral explanation for its action essentially requires reconstructing the
entire voir dire, something that will
be extremely difficult even ifnndertaken soon after the close of the trial. In most cases, therefore,
retroactive application of today's decision will be a virtual impossibility."
Very recently in Allen v. Hardy, 478
U.S. -,
106 S.Ct. 2878 (1986), the
Supreme Court was faced with the issue
of whether Batson should be applied
retroactively on collateral review of convictions that became f m l before Batson
was announced. In a per curiam opinion,
the Court analyzed whether Batson should
be applied retroactively in this setting using its "traditional" test:
(a) the purpose to be served by the new
standard;
(b) the extent of reliance by law enforcement authorities on the new standards;
(c) the effect on the administration of
justice of a retroactive application of the
new standards. Solem v. Sturnes, 465 U S .
638, 643 (1984) [quoting Stoval v. Denno, 388 U S . 293 (1967)l.
The Court held that an application of all
three factors to Baaon points conclusively
to a nonretroactive holding. With respect
to the first factor, the new rule is not
designed to avert "the clear danger of convicting the innocent." Tehan u. Shotr, 382
U.S. 406,416 (1966). Second, it is apparent that "law enforcement authorities and
state courts have justifiably relied on a prior d e of law. . . ." Solem, 465 U S . at
645-646. Moreover, Batson clearly "overrule(~)(a) prior decision" and drastically
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"transform(s) standard practice." Id. at
647. The Court commented that this fact
alone vimally compels the conclusion of
nonretroactivity. Allen v. Hardy, at 2880;
United States v. Johnson, 457 U S . 537,
549-550 (1982). Finally, the Court stated
that retroactive application of the Batson
rule on collateral review wouId "seriously
disrupt the administration of justice." Id.
at 2881.
The Supreme Court, thus, held that the
Batson decision would not be applied
retroactively on collateral review of convictions that became final before the Barson decision was announced. By "final" is
meant 'where the judgment of conviction
was rendered, the availability of appeal exhausted, and the time for petition for certiorari had elapsed before" the Batson
decison, Allen, supra, footnote 1, at 2880.

Retroactivity: Application to
Cases Pending on Direct Review
or Not Yet Final
Grifith v. Kentucky, 107 S.Ct. 708
(January 13, 1987) (hereafter referred to
as Grifith) is significant for several
reasons-but fust a recitation of the facts
is in order.
The Grifith decision actually involved
two petitioners, RandaU Lamont Griffith
and Willie Davis Brown. Each challenged
his respective criminal conviction, on essentially the same grounds, the difference
between Griffith and Brown was that the
former involved State proceediigs whereas
the latter involved federal proceedings.
Factual Background as to
Randall L. Griffith
Randall L. Griffith was a black person
indicted in 1982 in the Circuit Coua of
Jefferson County, Kentucky on charges of
first degreerobbery, theft by unlawful taking, and being a persistent felony offender
in the second degree.
On the first day of trial, the prosecutor
and defense counsel conducted the voir
due examination of the jury venire and exercised their ueremntorv challenees simultaneously. ~ i prosecutor
e
used four of its
five allotted challengesto strike four of the
five prospective black jurors; defense
counsel used eight of its allotted nine
challenges to strike prospective white
jurors. There were two duplicate strikes.
&

.

-

The two extra jurors who remained because of the duplicate strikes, one of whom
was a black person, were next removed by
random draw. The end result was that no
black person remained on the jury.
Griffith's defense counsel, concerned
that Griff~thwas to be tried by an all-white
jury, moved the Court to request the pmsecutor to state his reasons for exercising
peremptory challenges against four
prospective black jurors. Motion denied.
Defense counsel moved for discharge of
the panel alleging that the prosecutor's use
of peremptory challenges to remove all but
one of the prospective black jurors constituted a violation of Griffith's Sixth and
Fourteenth Amendment rights. Motion
again denied.
Ultimately, the white jury found Griffith
guilty of first degree robbery and set
punishment at 10 years confinement; the
samejury found Griffith guilty of being a
persistent felony offender, and enhanced
his sentence to 20 years imprisonment.
Factual Background as to
Willie Davis Brown
Willie Davis Brown was a black person
who was convicted by an all-whitejury in
the United States District Court for fhe
Western District of Oklahoma on narcotics charges. During jury selection, two venire panels were assembled. There were
six prospective black jurors in the total venire. Four were excused by the prosecutor's use of peremptory challenges.
Defense counsel objected to the prosecutor's use of peremptory challenges to
strike the black persons from the jury,
claiming that Brown was thereby denied
a jury representative of the community. No
action was taken in response to that ohjection. Then matters became even more interesting. As prospectivejurors were being
assembled for the second venire panel, the
prosecutor called the jury clerk to inquire
about the racral composition of the additional venire. At a hearing held later, while
the jury was deliberating, there was evidence that the prosecutor stated to the
clerk: 'We would like to have as few black
jurors as possible." The clerk testified
however, that she remembered the prosecutor's comment to be: "Don't get any
blacks on this jury." The clerk went on to
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756 F.2d 353
UNITED STATES of America,
Plaintiff-Appellee,
v.

Mary Catherine MIZE,
Defendant-Appellant.
No. 84-2397
Summary Calendar.
United States Court of Appeals,
Fifth Circuit.
March 20, 1985.
Defendant was convicted before the
United States District Court for the
Southern District of Texas, Hugh Gibson,
J., of misapplying and embezzling bank
funds and making false bank entries, and
she appealed. The Court of Appeals, Gee,
Circuit Judge, held that because the
Government failed to prove that the
defrauded bank was a "member bankof the
Federal R e s e ~ System,"
e
as specifically

Defendant was convicted in the United
States District Court for the Southern District of Georgia, Anthmy A. Alaimo,
Chief Judge, of willful misapplication of
bank funds, making false entry in books,
reports and statements of bank, and knowCitation
ingly making false statements to bank for
Rank@)
Page(P)
Database Mode R 3 OF 19 P 1 OF 63 purposes of influencing loan applications,
and he appealed. The Court of Appeals,
665 F.2d 649, affirmed in part, reversed
in part, and remanded. Upon rehearing, en
UNITED STATES of America,
banc, the Court of Appeals, R. Lanier AnPlaintiff-Appellee,
derson, III, Circuit Judge, held that: (1)
v.
appropriate mens rea standard for stahlte
John R. ADAMSON, III,
prohibiting theft, embezzlement, or misDefendant-Appellant,
application by bank officer or employee is
No. 80-7284.
knowledge; (2) instruction in defendant's
prosecution for willful misapplication of
United States Court of Appeals,
funds which established recklessness mens
Fifth Circuit. (EN*}
rea standard for element of willful misapEN* Former Fifth Circuit case, Section plication wnstitutedreversible error; and
9(1) of Public Law 96-452-October 14, (3) trial court's improper recklessness
charge in its instmctioris on willful mis1980.
application of funds did not spill over and
Unit B
taint charge on offense of making false
March 10, 1983.
entry.
alleged in each count, and the District
Court erroneously instructed on that issue,
reversal was required subject to reindictmeut and retrial.
Reversed.
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Affirmed in part, reversed in pan, and
remanded.
Roney and Fay, Circuit Judges, with
James C. Hill and Hatchett, Circuit
Judges, dissented in part.

helpful.
In August of 1985 I had an occasion to
go sailing in the Naval Air Station Regatta in Corpus Cbrisit with my friend, Gerry
Goldstein, and his 'klerk emeritus," Douglas Tinker. Gerry mentioned that he had
just won a case he had appealed to the F i f i
Circuit that concerned the plain view doctrine. Several months later I was working
on a case with similar facts and wanted to
read this case but I could not recall the style
of the case or the name of the Appellant.
I was unable to contact Gerry so I thought
I would try Westlaw and conduct a computer search looking specificauy for Mr.
Goldstein's name and the phrase search and
seizure. The following is the query that I
used and the results that were obtained.

CITATIONS LIST (Page 1) Database:
CTA5 Total Documents: 19
1. C.A.5 (Tex.) 1985. U.S. v. Mize756
F.2d 353
2. C.A.Tex. 1983. U.S. v. Cauble706
F.2d 1322

.
U.S. v. WiIIiams639
5. c . A . ~ 1981.
F.2d 1311
6. C . A . h . 1980. U.S. v. Marino 617
F.2d 76
7. C.A.Fla. 1980. U.S. v. Christo 614
F.2d 486
8. C.A.Fla. 1979. U.S. v. Welliver601
F.2d 203
9. C.A.Fla. 1979. U.S. v. Davis 592
F.2d 1325
10. C.A.Ga. 1978. U.S. v. Southers 583
F.2d 1302
11. C.A.Ala. 1978. U.S. v. Landers 576
F.2d 94
12. C.A.Fla. 1977. U.S. v. TirlweN, 559
F.2d 262
13. C.A.Tex. 1976. U.S. v. Sayklay,
542 F.2d 942
14. C.A.Fla. 1976. U.S. v. Killian, 541
F.2d 1156
15. C.A.Fla. 1974. U.S. v. Khandjian,
489 F.2d 133
16. C.A.Ga. 1973. U.S. v. Stokes, 471
F.2d 1318
17. C . A . h . 1970. U.S. v. Bearden, 423
F.2d 805
18. C.A.Fla. 1964. Williamson v. U.S.,
332 F.2d 123
19. C.A.5 1961. UnitedSfates v. James,
290 F.2d 866
The query and search produced the
above referenced nineteen (19) cases. I
read the summaries of two cases and concluded that they dealt with both the correct statute and its elements. I next
requested a list of the cases and then terminated the session. I went to the books
and found the above cases to be very
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UNITED STATES of America,
Plaintiff-Appellee,
v.
Mikal Habeeb AMUNY, alWa James
Anderson, a M a Jim Waters,
and a/Wa Wayne Roberson, George
Ellis Gaston, and Royce David Herbert,
Defendants-Appellants.
No. 84-2376.
United States Court of Appeals,
Fifth Circuit.
July 29, 1985.
Defendants charged with drug-related
offenses moved to suppress evidence. After denial of motion to suppress, the defendants pled guilty in the United States
District Court for the Southern District of
Texas, at Galveston, Hugh Gibson, J.,
reserving their right to appeal denial of
suppression motions. The Court of Appeals, Jerre S. Williams, Circuit Judge,
held that: (1) Department of Justice policy that bars variety of successive prosecutions stemming from same criminal
conduct or acts was inapplicable; (2)

defendants failed to state claim for violation of due process rights; (3) defendants
speedy trial rights were not violated; (4)
government forfeited its opportunity to
challenge 'defendants' standing to
challenge SEARCHES and SEIZURES;
(5) warrantless search of plane could not
be sustained based upon functional equivalent of border doctrine; (6) defendants
flight from scene of plane was insufficient
to suppoa fmding of probable cause to
search plane, (7) customs agent climbing
on plane constituted highly intrusive
trespass; (8) defendants possessed reasonable expectation of privacy as to the interior of plane; and (9) government agent's
conduct in climbing plane and peering in
windshield constituted unreasonable search
within meaning of Fourth Amendment.
Affirmed in part, reversed in part and
remanded.
Robert Madden Hill, Circuit Judge, filed
special concurring opinion.
COPR. (C) WEST 1987 NO CLAIM TO
ORIG. U.S. GOVT. WORKS
Dick DeGuerin, Houston, Tex., for
Amuny.
Richard Thornton, Galveston, Tex., for
Gaston.
*Gerald H. GOLDSTEIN, San Antonio,
Tex., for Hebert.
Henry K. Oncken, US. Atty., James R.
Goueh.
- ,asst. U S . Attv..
, , Houston. Tex..
Mervyn Hamburg, Atty., ~ e p t .of
Justice, Washington, D.C., for US.
Appeals from the United States District
Court for the Southern District of Texas.
11/22/85
Identifier for this research session: EXM
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'l'hc starch produced two c n s ~ I~recognized the stvlc of the first case and kncw

my search had been successful. I later cited
this case in a brief that I was preparing.
The examples that I have set forth barely scratch the surface of what is available
with respect to computer legal research. I
have found the service easy to use and very
helpful.

Forensic Audio Tape Analysis
and the ~ e f e n s e~awyer
by Anthony J. PeNicano

Part I
Original Recorder-i.e. the start record
function, the pause function, the stop
record function and variations and combinations of all recording functions. The activation of these functions will produce
magnetic tracks and signatures on the
Known Exemplar which can be observed
through a microscope, identified and later
compared to the purported Original. This
testing procedure will also disclose idiosyncrasies of the record head and erase
head of the specific Original Recorder.
A comparison examination can determine if the signatures of the Known Exemplars logically correlate with the
signatures contained on the Original
Recording. The comparison examination
will also determine whether the record
head track widths and erase head track
Law Enforcement Methods of
widths are the same and if they appear
at
- Producing Tape Recordings
the same location on the test tape compared
Mr.Pellicano has testified as aforer~sic to the Original.
1) Wiretapping telephone lines.
audio apepe,?for both the defense and the
If the Authentication examination proves
2) Placement of bugging devices andlor
prosecution on ~lumeroasoccasions. His Originality, then further examinations may
recorders in rooms, enclosures or vehicles.
oflces contahi a sophisticated combiuatio~~ be performed.
3) Placement of recording devices on inof computers, spectrum analyzers and
formantsllaw enforcement personnel.
other electronic equipme~it.He has been
Authenticity of Content
4) Placement of body transmitters on in- a key figure in such well-known cases as
formants/law enforcement personnel to
those involvb~gJohn Z. Debrean and
The authenticity of content examination
transmit conversations to a listening post Rosemary Woods, P ~ ~ s i d eNixon's
nt
secre- includes two major procedures. Authenticwhere they are recorded.
tary. His narne is listed infive national and ity of spoken andlor recorded content and
5) A tape recorded interview.
inten~ationalresearch computer systems authenticity of the magnetic patterns.
Questioned tape recordings and the
and in the Natio~urlForensic Centerpubrecorders that produced them are what a
lication. He is o~vnerarid President of the
Recorded Corrte~zfAnalysis
Forensic Tape Expert examines and
firn~,Forensic Audio Lnb;bd. in Los Aranalyzes.
geles, California
Critical listening techniques are utilized
to insure or verify the spoken content on
Originality
must ahvays be examined. If the Original the questioned recording. These techniques
Tape
Recorder cannot he examined, the in- include verification of continuity of the
When a tape recording is presented as
an Original and that factual basis is disput- dicated Original cawtot be scieritifical1y conversation or interview. Many times
defendants insist that part of a conversaed, then the questioned recording may he authenticated for Originality.
Authentication for Originality begins tion was deleted or missing on the
Authenticated for Originality ifthe criterion for the authentication examination is with the creation of Known Exemplar Tape recording.
The technical procedures involve listenRecordings (test recordings) produced by
achieved.
inc to the recorded content while viewing
To authenticate whether a tape record- the indicated Original Recorder.
These known Exemplars must contain all the waveform of the signal on a frequency
ing is in fact an Original, the tape recorder
of
the recording functions of the purported spectrum analyzer or some other electronic
that produced the questioned recording
During the past several years I have
found that many defense attorneys are not
familiar with what Forensic Tape Analysis is. Having knowledge and comprehension of the present technology and the
limitations of the state of the art can aid
a defense attorney in determining the
necessity for evaluating the tape recordings
that may be used as evidence against his
client.
All hut a smaU percentage of criminal
investigations include audio tape recordings. As a result, Forensic Tape Analysis
has become essential, not only to evaluate
the tape recorded evidence, sometimes cmcia1 to the defense/prosecution, but to determine what is being said and by whom.

~

-
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device that will graphically display the recording operation. They might also adwaveform. If some discontinuity of spoken vise that the recording has resumed after
content, background noise or some other an event or function. In undercover or
identifying noise is detected and located, some other types of surveillanceoperations
this may disclose that some editing may it may not be possible for the undercover
have taken place and further analysis is agent or operator of the recording device
required.
to audibly disclose the reason for his terInconsistencies may be detected when minating or pausing the recording; howlistening to a recording. An edit may be ever, an explanationshould be noted on the
indicated when h e participants are speak- surveillance logs or reports. Problems
ing and a song beard in the background arise when these function events or signasuddenly changes to another song or ter- tures are present and not explained.
minates, or the conversation changes
If the recorder was paused, then a pause
abruptly from one subject to another. In signature should appear and can be identiaddition, incomplete words or sentences fied. If the recorder was stopped and then
that terminate mid-word may also indicate restarted, then astoplstart record signature
an edit. These findings would indicate will be present and can he identiiied.
anomalies and that a waveform analysis
If the recording was stopped, the tape
and magnetic pattern examination are now rewound and played back past the stop
required to resolve these inconsistencies. record signature and the start record function activated, then a stop record signature
Magnetic Panems
will appear. Immediately subsequent to the
stop record signature some blank or previUnless a tape recording is started on the ously erased tape will be evident, followed
plastic leader, usually found on standard by a start record signature and the new
audio cassettes, a start record signature recording and then subsequently a termishould appear at the commencement of the nation or stop record signature.
recording.
If during playback the recorder was
No other function signature should ap- stopped before the location of the stop
pear during the recorded content until the record signature and the start record functermination of the recording where a stop tion activated then the stop record signarecord signature should appear, unless the ture will be erased over when therecording
tape recording continued through the trail- commences, subsequently you would see
ing plastic leader.
a start record signature only at the point
If a function signature appears it should that the Over-Recordimg took place.
be classified and noted. There may be a
This type of finding is common and
bonafide reason for the signature. For in- troublesome in that this event must be
stance, prior to the signature the record- resolved as to its occurrence. In some cases
ing party might disclose that they are this event is justified and in others it is not.
pausing the recorder or stopping the If part or a l l of some previously recorded

content has been recorded over, it is lost
forever. Proving whether or not recorded
content was maliciously deleted can be
painstaking and sometimes impossible.
Testimony of the Expert
A Forensic Tape Analyst can demonstrate what occurred during a recording.
All of the signatures of record functions
on the questconed tape recording can be
visually seen through a microscope, subsequently these signatures can be photographed andlor video taped. These
photographs and/or vidw tapes can graphically demonstrate the signatures. Comparing the photographs or vidw tapes of the
KnownExemplars (test recordings) to the
Unknown Exemplar (questioned recording) will demonstrate anomalies or establish similarities.
A waveform analysis can he produced
in hard copy form by use of a computer
and plotter or by some other type of waveform producing instrumentation and
printer. The waveforms of the signatures
on the questioned tape recording should
compare to the waveforms on the Known
Exemplars as well.
Subsequently, an expert can demonstrate
the signatures preserved on the questioned
tape itself and the waveform of the signature processed through waveform analyzing equipment.
A Forensic Tape Analyst must disclose
his findings comprehensively so that when
reviewed by other persons and experts they
could and would reasonably reach the same
conclusion.
End of Part One.

New Publications
by Don Adams
Texas Law Review
Essay
1986 65 Tx.L.R. 101, Crime Talk, and
Double-Talk: Thoughtson Reading Enclyclopedia of CrimeandJustice,by Michael
E. Tigar
Houston Law Review
Comments
1987 24 H0u.L.R. 281, Section 8.04 of
the Texas Penal Code: A Wild Card for
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Mens Rea ofFair Gamefor a Constihition- guistics, by Edward J. Imwinkekied and
a1 Trump?
Lloyd R. Schwed
198723 Cr.L.B. 151, Drug Testingand
Criminal Law Bulletin
Correctio~w,by Fred Cohen and Kate King
Articles
1987 23 Cr.L.B. 173, Evidence and
1987 23 Cr.L.B. 117, Nob Contendere: Trial Advocacy Workshop: HearsayEflcient of Effective Administration of Prior Consistent Statements: Prior Statements of Ident$cation, by Micheal H.
Justice?, by Dr. Cathleen Burnett
1987 23 Cr.L.B. 135, Guidelines for Graham
Drafing UnderstandableJury Instructions:
An Introduction to the Use of Psycholin-

Shirley Butts to the San Antonio Court of
Appeals in 1981 to fill one of the newly
created positions on the Court. In 1982,
she ran unopposed and she was elected to
a six-year term. Charlie believes his wife
to be a nalural for the bench in view of her
strong background on both sides of the
docket, her English degree and ability to
write, and her love of research.
Charles Butts has always been involved
in bar activities. From the very outset, he
found himself immersed in various continuing legal education projects in the bar
and strongly believed that "lawyers should
meet together and work together and strive
to improve themselves." He strongly suhscribes his success withjuries to his background in prosecutorial work and to the
litigation in which he became involved in
Montana, Wyoming, Idaho, and Texas as
well as his Air Force experience. 'It sure
has been a great benefit to me as an individual in beiig able to evaluatejuries and
deal with people."
Among his prior accomplishments, at
the top of the list are his election to the
presidency of the San Antonio Bar Association and his election as a Director of the
State Bar of Texas, which led him to become even more involved in State Bar
work.
He previously had been a charter member of TCDLA, although he had certain
reservations about the advisability of forming such an association. At the time, the
criminal defense attorneys did not really
believe that they had as strong a voice as
they should have within the criminal law
section of the State Bar. "So we kicked
around the fact that criminal defense lawyers as such, could in fact assert a stronger
voice if they had their own association like
say, TTLA. I talked to FrankMaloney and
I became a charter member and I consider
that the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers
Association has made the greatest contributions of any of the so-called private bar
organizations including 'ITLA, certainly
in the criminal law field. Prior to that, the
most significant seminar was Judge Seaman's San Antonio seminar. Otherwise
they were simply satellite seminars
around."
Butts has several long-term projects as
President. The first is to improve the public relations aspect of the criminal defense
attorney in order to "try to have some sort
of input to improve the public awareness

of what criminal defense lawyers are really
about. The public ought to hear a little bit
more from us than what may appear to be
technical reversals of cases." For one, a
speakers bureau will be set up statewide
which hopefully will affect the community in each locale. He also intends to continue the Lawyers' Assistance Program
which was promoted to such a high degree
by his predecessor, Knox Jones.
Extensive legislative effots should also
be made. He defmitely believes that
'TCDLA is strong enough to influence

"Churles Butts is an
excellent trial attorney
who has the abiltv., to turn
himself into a virtual contortionist. He becomes
'Exhibit A,' to demonstrate visually the point he
is trying to make to the
jury." Jack Leon, San
Antonio, Texas
criminal legislation," and that "we need to
do more upfront work toward our ideas
about legislation than in the chaos of the
session." Although the Legislalure will not
be in session during his term, Mr. Butts
emphasizes the necessity of examiuingithe
bills that do and do not pass in order that
the TCDLA will be prepared to promote
and oppose bills well in advance during the
next session. He is also the first to recognize the yeoman efforts of numerous
TCDLA members including Dain Whitworth and David Sheppard.
I confess to being curious about some of
the trials handled by this man. What he
said reflected much of the quality of the
man and his own perspective as to the practice of criminal law.
In one case, Mr. Butts went to Huntsville
to visit Charles County who is on death
row. He defended County several years
ago in an incident arising out of an insurance scheme to kill his wife. As he put it
"it's been kicked around here. I defended
Charles in a solicitation to commit capital

murder case. He was convicted and given
the death penalty for an offense that occurred in 1976.:' Mr. Butts appealed the
case to the Court of Criminal Appeals
which reversed the judgmenrin January of
1984 for the failure to charge the jury on
the necessity of corroborating an accomplice as to the capital feature of the case.
Mr. Butts requested the charge hut Judge
Pepe Dial refused to submit it.
Ironically, almost within the same month
that the Charles County case was reversed,
Doyle Edward Skillem, whom Butts prosecuted, was executed. Butts had beenhired
as a special prosecutor to try the Skillern
and Same cases on a change of venue to
Rockport. The cases had previously been
reversed. Butts went to Rockpart, checked
into a motel and lived with the transcript
of the old record and then tried the cases
together with the new District Attorney,
Tom Bridges. The jury returned a death
sentence in both cases. As Syme had gotten a life sentence in the first trial, the seutence was changed to life on appeal. The
Skillern conviction stood up all the way
through the Supreme Court.
A newsman from Dallas who interviewed Butts later found it incredible that
on the one hand, Butts could defend a man
for a brutal murder and on the other,
prosecute another person for the same type
offense. Could Butts balance that in his
own mind or did that amount to total
hypocrisy? Butts responded the only way
that he could, that "I was a lawyer. I was
hired to represent my client within the
framework of the law which I did. The
only way I can justify what I did was that
I was hired as a lawyer and swore an oath
to do my best as a lawyer. Had Skillern's
family come to me and hired me to defend
hi, I would have done the same thing."
The execution of Skillern was to take
place several days later. The newsman inquired as to whether at midnight, Butts was
going to open a bottle of champagne and
celebrate. Butts responded, "No, I'm going to pray for him. I won't celebrate. I'll
pray for hi."
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Another case involved one Michael
Wayne Evans which was ultimately reversed on Davis V. Ahska grounds. Evans
was charged with a bmtal murder along
with another man, for killing a Stop-n-Go
night operator. Initially, no probable cause
was found after an examining trial but
Evans was indicted nonetheless. The case
was tried before the 1974 Code went into
effect and Evans received 600 years in prison. Butts appealed primarily on the basis

"Charles Butts taught me
many things about prosecution when I worked for
him. 1 really think he
should be adjudge so he
can use his many years of
experience as prosecutor
and defense counsel."
Judge
Bill White, Texas
Court of Criminal
Appeals
that a person named Wayne Knox, the
state's star witness, had been indicted in
another u ~ e l a t e dcase which had been
continually reset one week behind the settings in Evans case, six different times.
During Evans' trial, Butts sought to crossexamine Knox as to the indictment, not just
to show the fact of indictment, but rather
to show how the prosecution was using the
indictment as an axe over his head, in turn
to demonstrate the witness's bias end motivation to testify. On appeal the prosecutor
argued how silly such a theory was. The
Texas Court of Criminal Appeals found no
humor in the argument and reversed. The
state chose to dismiss the case rather than
to try Evans again. Thus, Evans went from
no-probable cause to 600 years to reversal to a dismissal. Evans'co-defendant was
retried and received a life sentence which
he is now serving.
Then there was the John Grayless case
which involved a 15-year-oldboy who fell
in love with a woman about 20 years old
who in turn thought it would be a good idea
if each of them killed their parents and
lived happily ever after on insurance pro-
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ceeds. Grayless took a rifle and killed the
girl's father while he lay in bed asleep but
chickened out on killing the mother, fled
and ultimately was caught. He was transferred for trial as an adult but he was not
served with a juvenile order or the motion
to transfer. Grayless was in and out of a
mental hospital or two and a significant
amount of time went by. Before trial, Butts
filed a motion to dismiss the case on the
ground that the defendant had been inappropriately transferred for trial as an adult.
The trial court summarily overruled the
motion and Grayless was convicted and
sentenced to 99 years. Butts appealed and
once again won. The clinker however was
that by the time the appellate decision was
rendered, the defendant was 21 years old
plus a few months. Thus, the juvenile court
had no jurisdiction to try him because of
his age and the district courts could not
transfer him for trial because he was beyond their jurisdiction. Grayless thus
walked a free man.
I would imagine that these and many

other courtroom victories could engender
a mammouth ego, a repulsively cocky attitude and perhaps a very abrasive or cynical attitude toward the entire system. Not
to worry. Those who know him best are
persuaded that the Charles Butts of today
is the same Charles Butts who came to
townin the early 70s, with a very balanced
laid-back, energetic approach to life. He
is as concerned today as he has always
been about the public image of the criminal defense attorney and the obligation of
each attorney to privately and publicly
practice in what should he one of the most
respected professions on earth.
This man genuinely loves the law and
wants you to love it right along with him.
During this past year, Knox Jones, as
President, led our association in a firstclass manner. His enthusiasm and dedication to TCDLA never ebbed.
During 1987-88, we look forward to
another successful year, under the capable leadership of our new President,
rn
Charles D. Butts.

Computer Legal Research
I

by E.X. Martin I11
I have been practicing law for fifteen
years and limit my practice to criminal
cases. Six years ago I purchased my first
personal computer to help in my law practice. I have subsequently purchased two
other computers and presently own and use
an EIM compatible. Initially, I used a computer only for word processing. As I became more comfortable with this new tool,
I expanded its use to other areas. I began
using a software program for recording
and keeping up with basic client information and an accounting program for financial record keeping. I felt that I was on the
cutting edge as far as the technological
aspects of practicing law were concerned.
I had seen the advertisements for Westlaw
in the Texas Bar Jounzal for several years
but assumed that this service was probably too expensive for me. Nevertheless, I
decided to contact the West representative
to fmd out what Westlaw could do and how
much it cost. I learned that the basic subscription price at that time was $150.00per
month to which is added an additional
amount based upon the number of minutes
you accessed the various databases. I
learned that Westlaw was a very powerful
and useful legal research tool and could be
accessed by my own computer. I subscribed and have been very pleased with
the results.
Iam writing this article to provide some
insight into what computer legal research
can do for the criminal defense attorney.
To aid the reader, two terms need to be
defmed. The first term is "database."Database is a computer term referring to a collection of information. The Westlaw
databases are created so they can he quickly and accurately examined or "searched"
and the requested information brought
hack or retrieved. The second term is
"query." Query, as used in this article,
refers to search terms that can be composed of words, numbers and symbnols.
Westlaw provides many different and
useful databases for its subscribers. I most
frequently use the Texas State Court database, the Fifth Circuit database, and the
Allfeds database. The Texas State Court
database contains case law from the Texas
Supreme Court, the Coua of Appeals and

the Court of Criminal Appeals. The Fifth
Circuit database contains case law from the
United States Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit. The Allfeds database is composed of case law from the United States
Supreme Court, all of the United States
Court of Appeals and all United States District Courts. The following material is an
example of how I have been using the
Westlaw service in my practice.
1 an1 prmenlly handling scvcralc;~sesin
which a defendant was detnincd at a ~olicc
roadblock in Dallas,~exas,and was then
arrested for the offense of driving while
intoxicated. I wanted to locate the most recent cases dealing with the legality of a
"DWI Roadblock." I formulated the following query and obtained the results as
Mr. Martin obtained his J.D. Degree in
set forth below:
1972fiom Southem Methodist University
School of l a w . He was admitted to the
THE CURRENT DATABASE IS TX-CS Texas State Bar in 1972 and is liceused to
YOUR QUERY
practice before the Texas Supreme CouH,
the United States District Courts for the
"DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED & Northeru District of Texas and the NarthROADBLOCK & DATE(>12/31/84)
ern District of California.
YOUR SEARCH IS PROCEEDING.
He was a prosecutor for the Dallas
County District AffonzeykQb'icefio~n1972
CORP. (C) WEST 1987 NO CLAIM TO until 1976. He is of counsel with the DalORIG. US. GOVT. WORKS
las firm of Jones, Allen and Ftiquay. He
is a rnen~berof the Texas Criminal Defense
Citation
Rank@)
Page(P)
lawyers as so cia ti or^, the Dallas County
Database Mode R I OF 4 P 1 OF 17 C~i~niual
Bar Association, the National AS723 S.W.2d 802
sociatiorr of C~iminalDefe,zse Lawyers and
TX-CS
T
the Dallas Bar Associafiou.
David Edward HIGBIE, Appellant,
v.
The STATE of Texas, Appellee.
No. 05-86-00188-CR.
Court of Appeals of Texas, Dallas.
Jan. 13, 1987.

Reversed and remanded.
COPR. (C) WEST 1987 NO CLAIM TO
ORIG. US. GOVT. WORKS 1

CITATIONS LIST (Page 1) Database:
TX-CS Total
Defendant was convicted in the County Documents: 4
Criminal Court, Dallas County, John J.
1. Tex.App. Dallas 1987. Higbie v.
*Orvis, J., of DFSVING while INTOXI- State 723 S.W.2d 802
CATED, and he appealed. The Court of
2. Tex.App. Dallas 1987. Padgen v.
Appeals, Devany, J., held that warrantless State 723 S.W.2d 780
search and seizure of motorist at purported
3. Tex.App. 5 Dist. 1985. Carter v.
driver's license checkpoint was unconstitu- Sfate 700 S.W.2d 289
tional where checkpoiit was subterfugefor
4. Tex.App. 5 Dist. 1985. Webb v. State
catching drunk drivers, and stop violated 695 S.W.2d 676
defendant's reasonable expectation of
CORP. (C) WEST 1981 NO CLAIM TO
privacy.
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ORIG. US. GOVT. WORKS off

TX-CS

T

Summary of Your Most Recent Search:
Date: 03110187 Time: 0410 PMIdentifier:
EXM
Database: TX-CS Documents retrived: 4
Query: "DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED" & ROADBLOCK .. .03/26187
Identifier for this research session: EXM

Danny Dean Thomas, Appellant
v.
The State of Texas, Appellee.
No. 68984.
Court of Criminal Appeals of Texas,
En Banc.
Dec. IS, 1985.

T..&...e..f.?.~.t.h.i..e.I.&.~.t.:.1..f.i.e...r..

Defendant was convicted in the 180th Judicial District Court, Harris County,
Patricia Lykos, J., of capital murder, for
which the death penalty was imposed, and
he a~vealed.The Court of Criminal ADMiller, J., held that: (1) denykg
jury charge on lesser included offense of
murder was not error; (2) denying defendant's request for additional preemptory
challenges to ~otentialiurors was not an
abuse oif discrkon; (3) iefendant failed to
establish insanity defense; and (4) imposition of death penalty was not grossly disproportionate to offense committed.
Affnmed.
Clinton, J., concurred in result only.
Teague, J., dissented in part.
CORP. (C) WEST 1987 NO CLAIM TO
ORIG. US. GOVT. WORKS 1

Net Elapsed Multi-base Billable
Time
....Time
..............Factor
..............
.......
0:00:58
0:00:58
My query was asking the computer to
search for cases in the Texas Database containing the phrase *driving while intoxicated" and the word "roadblock" and to limit
the search to cases decided after December 31, 1984. The search produced four
cases, all of which were on point. I requested that thecaw be listed and then terminated the session. Total time for the
search was fiftyeight (58) seconds. In less
than one minute I had the cases I needed
for my clients.
Recently an attorney and friend of mine,
Curtis Glover, called me and said he was
having trouble finding a case that he had
read in which the Ft. Woah Court of Appeals held that a police officer did not have
probable cause to stop a defendant's vehicle where the officer observed the defendant holding a beer bottle, but did not
observe any traffic law violations. Curtis
had a similar fact situation and wanted to
cite the Ft. Worth case to support his position that his client was illegally arrested. He had not been able to find the case
and asked me to help. I brought up the system and the following is the result of my
computer search.
THE CURRENT DATABASE IS TX-CS
YOUR QUERY
"FORT WORTH" & "PROBABLE
CAUSB' IP ARREST & BEER "BEER
BOTTLE" &
DATE(> 12131/83)
CORP. (C) WEST 1987 NO CLAIM TO
ORIG. U.S. GOVT. WORKS
Citation
Rank(R)
Database Mode R 1 OF 2
701 S.W.2d 653

Page(P)
P 1 OF 52
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CITATIONS LIST page 1) Database: TXCS Total
Documents: 2
1. Tex.Cr.App. 1985. Thomas v. State
701 S.W.2d 653
2. Tex.App. 2 Dist. 1984. Jackson v.
State 681 S.W.2d 910

YOU ARE AT THE END OF THE CITATION LIST. PLEASE ENTER YOUR
NEXT COMMAND.
COPR. (C) WEST 1987 NO CLAIM TO
ORIG. US. GOVT. WORKS r2
Citation
Rank(R)
Database Mode R 2 OF 2
681 S.W.2d 910
TX-CS
T

Page(P)
P 1 OF 7

Jack Thomas Jackson, Appellant,
v.
The STATE of Texas, State.
No. 2-84-167-CR.
Court of Appeals of Texas,
FORT WORTH.
Dec. 19, 1984.

Defendant was convicted in the County
Court, Hale County, Bill Hollars, I., of
driving while intoxicated, and he appealed.
The Court of Appeals, Hughes, J., held
that police officer did not have probable
cause to stop defendant's vehicle.
Reversed and rendered.
CORP. (C) WEST 1987 NO CLAIM TO
ORIG. U.S. GOVT. WORKS off
02114187
Identifier for this research session:
GLOVER

T.im.?..f.?.!-.t.hi.~..!.d.~~.!!.i.fi.~.!............
Net Elapsed Multi-base Billable
....Time
..............Factor
.............Time
......
0:01:57
0:01:57
My query contained "Ft. Worth" in an attempt to limit the search results to the Ft.
Worth Court of Appeals. The rest of the
query is asking the Westlaw computer to
search for the words "probable cause" in
the same paragraph as "beer" or "beer bottle:' I added a date limiter in order to
retrieve only those cases decided after December 31, 1983.
The search produced the two cases set
forth above. I knew the first case was not
the one I was looking for because it was
from the COWof Criminal Appeals. I instructed the computer to list the second
case. The second case was from the Ft.
Worth Court and Appeals and I suspected
from reading the summary of the Jackson
case that thk was the one Curtis wanted.
I ended the computer session and went to
the books. Sure enough, case number two
was it. Total time for query formulation and
search was 1:57.
I have recently been involved in a Federal case in which the client was hdicted
for bank embezzlement under 18 U.S.C.
$656. I wanted to obtain all of the cases
from the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals
discussing 18 U.S.C. $656 and the specific
elements of this offense. I formulated a
query and obtained the following information.
THE CURRENT DATABASE IS CLA5
YOUR QUERY
OPINION(I8 +5 656 & THEFT EMBEZZLEMENT & ELEMENT!)

an electric, or by a traffic wp, or by
a small boy: Nobody knows who,
nor does it now really matter. Two
thousand people were abruptly in full
flight. "Go east!: was the cry that
arose-east away from the river, east
to safety. "Go east! Go east!". . .
A tall spare woman with grim eyes
and a determined chin ran past me
down the middle of the street. I was
still uncertain as to what was the
matter, in spite of all the shouting.
I drew up along side the woman with
some effort.. . "'What is it?" I
puffed. She gave me a quick glance
and then looked ahead again, stepping up her pace a trifle. " 'Don't ask
me, ask God!' "
We think that passage not only sums up
the idea of conformity but the last line
seems to appropriately illustrate the attitude of those judges who believe that they
are somehow able to "divine" a prospective juror's ability to be fair and impartial
without benefit of an adequately conducted
voir dire.
We have given you both case law and
the allied social science research which
will give you some justification for your
motions and/or requests for expanding voir
dire. Crime and the criminal justice system have been in the public limelight on
a regular basis for the past year. Numerous newspaper articles and television programs regarding drugs, immigration, the
death penalty, DWI, etc. Any of these issues are fruitful grounds for justification
of additional voir dire of prospective
jurors.
You need to prepare for jury selection
with the same thoroughness that you prepare the other parts of your case for trial.
Development of a questionnaire, and a Motion ro Submit a Questionnaire are the first
order of business. The following are examples of a Motion To Submit A Juror
Questionnaire To The Panel and a questionnaire for a DWI case:
NO. mmJO
THB STATE OP TEXAS

) IN

VS.
XXXX XXXXX

) mah lUDlClAL DISTRICT

THE DISTRICT COURT

HARRIS COUNTY. TEXAS

MOTION TO SUBMlT JURY
Q~~ONNAIR
70ETHE P M E L

TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF
SAID COURT:
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VI.
NOW COMES, the Defendant, XXXX
Attached hereto as Exhibit #1 is the proXXXXX, who by and through his undersigned counsel and fdes this Motion To posed jury questionnaireprepared for this
Submit Jury Questionnaire to the Panel and case.
WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIin support thereof would show unto this
Honorable Court the following:
DERED, the Defendant, XXXX XXXXX,
respectfully prays that this Honorable
I.
Court grant this Motion and Order that the
That the Defendant, XXXX XXXXX, jury questionnaire be distributed and filled
is on trial for the felony offense of Driv- out by the panel prior to jury selection.
ing While Intoxicated.
Thereafter, counsel seeks a reasonable
time to review the questionnaire prior to
any general or individual voir dire of the
11.
That the circumstances surrounding the panel, and for such other and further relief
Defendant's arrest as well as his prior ill- as this Honorable Court deems necessary
coho1 related convictions will require an and just.
extensive voir dire of the jury panel so as
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,
to ensure the Defendant that he is given the
benefit of a fair trial as guaranteed by the
United States and Texas Constitutions.
ROBERT B. HIRSCHHORN
m.
1017 Rutland
Current public opinion regarding drivHouston, TX 77008
ing under the influence is extremely nega(713) 864-1113
T.B. #09719700
tive. There are numerous public service
announcements daily in the electronic meATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT,
dia and the print media has been featuring
XXXX XXXXX
DWI related stories on a regular basis. An
example is the recent death of a Houston
TO PROSPECTIVE JURORS
pc~liceofficer by a drunk driver who had
previous convictions for the same offense.
Furthermore, organizations such as
This questionnaireis designed to obtain
M.A.D.D. (Mothers Against Drunk Driv- information from you with respect to your
ing) work to obtain more severe penalties qualifications to sit as a juror in this case.
in DWI cases. Finally there is currently By theuseof thequesfiomaue, theprmess
legislation pending in the Texas Legisla- of jury selection will be substantially shortture which will, if passed, rescind a long ened. Please respond to the following quesstanding tradition of Texas being able to tions as completely as possible. The
drink while driving. These facts demon- information wntained within the questionstrate the need for obtaining information naire will become part of the Court's perfrom prospective jurors in a complete yet manent record, but it will not be distributed
efficient manner.
to anyone except the attorneys in the case
and the judge During the questioning by
N.
the attorneys, you will be given an opporThat the jury selection process will be tunity to explain or expand any answers,
substantially expedited by the use of a Jury if necessary.
Questionnaire which is designed to elicit
Because this questionnaireis part of the
critical background information as well as jury selection process, the questions must
determine those jurors who may be sus- be answered by you under penalty of perceptible to a challenge for cause.
jury and you should fill out this questionnaire by yourself without consulting any
V.
other person.
That juror questionnaires have been
If you wish to make further comments
previously used in this county as well as regarding any of your answers, please use
numerous courtrooms all over the wuntrv. the Exolanation Sheet at the back of vour
There is universal agreement that such questionnaire to do so.
questionnaires promote judicial economy
If you do not understand any question,
and is in the best interest of justice.
answer the best you can or, feel free to ask

any question you may have.

JUROR QUESTIONNAIRE
PLEASE MAKE CERTAIN THAT
YOUR ANSWERS ARE LEGIBLE
1. Full Name:
2. Length of time at Current Address:
3. Length of Current Employment: a. What are your job responsibilities:

b. What do you l i e themost about your
job:
4. Level of education:
a. If college, what was your major:
b. What college did you attend:
c. Have you ever taken a course in law:
If yes, please describe:

organization ( ) yes ( ) no.
10. Are any family members or close
friends a member of M.A.D.D.,
S.A.D.D. or similar group or organizations? ( ) yes ( ) no.
11. Please tell us your opinion about
groups such as M.A.D.D., S.A.D.D. or
similar organizations?
12. Have you, a family member or close
friend ever have a bad experience with a
drunk driver ( ) y e s ( ) no. If yes, please
explain.
13. Have you, a family member or close
friend ever been stopped, arrested, charged
or convicted of drunk driving? ( ) yes ( )
no. If yes, please explain.
14. What have you heard, read or seen on
television about the law in Texas regarding Driving While Intoxicated? 15. Do you know anyone that has a drinkingprobleml ()yes ()no. If yes, describe
how you and that person cope with the disease?
16. Have you ever had one or two alcoholic drinks and then driven a vehicle?
( ) yes ( ) no. If yes, why did you drive
your vehicle?
17. How many times per month do you
have one or more alcoholic drinks?

what is the business?
19. Do you, any family member or close
friends work for a business that sells alcohol or alcoholic drinks? ( ) yes ( ) no. If
yes, what business?
20. Some people feel that it should not be
against the law to have one or two alcoholic drinks. Other people feel that if you
have any alcoholic drinks and then drive
a vehicle it shouldbe against the law. What
is your opinion?
21. If the State proved that the accused,
XXXX XXXXX,had been convicted of
Driving While Intoxicated on two prior occasions, would that fact influenceyour &cision of whether the accused was driving
while intoxicated on this occasion? ( ) yes
( ) no. Why or Why not?
22. Have you, any family member or close
friends ever sewed on a jury for a case involving Driving While Intoxicated? () yes
( ) no.
23. Have you, any family member or close
friends ever served on a civil or criminal
jury where driving while intoxicated was
an issue? ( ) yes ( ) no. If yes, please tell
us about that situation.
24. Have you, any family members or
close friends ever been a witness in a case
ofdriving while intoxicated? ()yes ()no.
25. The State of Texas has charged the accused, XXXX XXXXX, with Driving
While Intoxicated. To vote for a verdict

5. Have you ever served in the armed
forces:
a. Branch and highest rank:
b. Dates:
c. Duties:
d. Place of service:
e. Type of Discharge:
f. Have you ever sewed on a court mar- 18. Do you, any family members or close
friends own a business that sells alcohol
tial:
6. If you have children, please state their or alcoholic drinks? ( ) yes ( ) no. If yes,
names, ages, education and if employed,
nature of work and location of employment.
6a. How would you feel if one of your
children were charged with Driving While
Intoxicated?
7. Do you or any member of your family
do any type of civic, club, organizational
Our Defense Pre-Sentence Investigations:
or other volunteer work?
0 Carry favorable weight in the sentencing decisions
7a. If y e , please list the civic, social or
of 85% of the judges who read them
religious organizations and clubs: Minimize potential'post-convictionproblems
7h. Do you or any member of your family
or close friends belong to any organization
Incorporate anticipated changes in federal sensuch as neighborhood crime watch, crime
practices
tencing
stoppers, victims for victims, or a similar
Include a sentencing recommendation and, when
group?
appropriate, alternatives to incarceration
i. If yes, which ones:
ii. What are your feelings about such organizations?
8. Are you presently a member of Mothers
~GtionalLegal Services
Against Drunk Drivers, Students Against
71
0
Lake
View
Avenue, Atlanta, GA 30308
Drunk Drivers, or any similar group or organization? ( ) yes ( ) no.
Call now: 1-800-241-0095
9. Have you ever been a member of
M.A.D.D., S.A.D.D. or similar group or

SENTENCING ALTERNATIVE
PLANNING

~entencinnand Parole Consultants
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of Not Guilty, would you require the accused to present evidence or testimony?
( ) yes ( ) no. Why or Why not?
26. If the state presented witnesses who
said the accused was drivinn while intoxicated and then you saw a v2eo tape taken
shortly after his arrest which created a
reasonable doubt, would you vote not
guilty? ( ) yes ( ) no. Why or why not?
27. Would you consider probation for a
person who has been convicted of Driving While Intoxicated two prior times?
( ) yes ( ) no. Why or why not?

-

28. Do you drink alcohol? ( ) yes ( ) no.
Why or why not?
29. How do you feel about people who
drink alcohol?
30. Do you belong to a church or any other
group that is against drinking alcohol?
( ) yes ( ) no. If yes, which one?
31. Are yon or any close friend or relative associated with any federal, state or
local law enforcement agency, personnel
or other government officer such as district attorneys or judges? Are you or any
close friend or relative associated with any
attorney who practices criminal law. If
yes, please explain.
32. Have you or any member of your family or close friends ever worked for or

Dear Editor:
I was recently involved in the trial of a
murder case in Wichita County in which
my client, an alleged "pimp," was accused
of beating one of his prostitutes to death
with a coathanger.
During the trial it came to light that the
State's key prosecution witness had lied to
the grand jury. A request was made for the
grand jury testimony and the Court granted
it to me.
The State knew months before the trial
that the witness' testimony was going to be
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applied for a job with any federal, state or
local law enforcement agency? 32a. If yes, which one(@:
32b. Have you or any member of your family ever wanted to go into law enforeement?
33. Have you or any member of your family or any close friends ever been the victim of any crime?
If yes, please describe:
34. Have you, any member of your family, or any close friend ever been stopped,
arrested, accused or convicted of committing any crime? If yes, please explain
35. Tell us anything else about yourself
that you think we should know.
I declare under penalty of perjury that
the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:
SIGNED
When you submit your motion you need
to inform the court that it is your intention
to ask each of the jurors the questions on
the questionnaire during voir dire, and you
need to be prepared to defend the relevancy of each of the questions. You also need
to inform the court that you are prepared
to handle thelogistics involved with using
the questionnaire. This includes making

converse to his grand jury testimony, yet
we were not informed prior to trial, something upon which Brady or Agurs should
have prevailed.
The experience I had with this case
caused me to become active in a legislative attempt to open the grand jury process
and instill some constitutional safeguards
into the grand jury process.
I am assisting Rep. Harold Dutton, a
legislator from Houston, with HB 1375,
a measure that could at least open the door
for our clients in the "rubber stamp'' room.

sure the prospective jurors have writing instruments, arranging for the copying of the
questionnaire, submitting the originals to
the court and copies for the state. Some
prosecutors will object to the questionnaire
and to some of the questions. Others will
see its helpfulness. Once approved, the
prosecutor will find that the information
provided will he just as useful to hindher
as it is you. Sometimes, we have actually
had them say so! You will also find that
prospectivejurors tend to be more candid
in their responses to questions on a questionnaire than they are in open court.
With the increasing rapidity of information processing in our society today,
prospective jurors are much better informed in much more sophisticated at concealing their biases and prejudices. The
criminal defense attorney truly is,
"Liberty's Last Champion," and that
defense of liberty demands cases be heard
by a fair and impartial jury. It is the
responsibility of the criminal defense attorney to do his or her utmost to secure
such a panel to hear their client's case.
Please send questions regarding jury
selection that you want answered to:
Voice Jury Selection
C/OCathy Bennett & Associates, Inc.
1017 Rutland Street
Houston, Texas 77008

It is very easy to sit back and console
ourselves with the statement, "the legislature will never go for something this radical." That's right. Until we amass an effort
to change the laws and show the DCAA
and the State legislature we are serious
about protecting our clients, the system
will remain the same-a sad throw-hack of
an ancient era.
I urge you and all others who read this
letter to caU Rep. Dutton and the TCDLA
offices to find out the particulars on the bfl
and to find out how we can help other
clients down the road.
With best wishes, I remain
yours truly,
BRUCE A. MAHTIN
Lubbock

Evidence: Clarity and Vitality
Some of Those Other Federal Rules
by Geoffrey A. FitzGeraM

Part I
Yahweh repopulated the earth from
Noah's three sons. They fared better than
Adam's two, although Noah did curse one
of his grandsons for something his father
did, but that's another story.
Until Noah's descendants had populated
at least the Mediterranean regions, the
whole earth enjoyed a common language
and vocabulary. This condition is particularly difficult for those to understand who
attended law schooI in order to relearn English as a second language.
Noah's descendant's built a town in
Babylonia with a tower that reached
toward heaven. Seeing their achievement,
Yahweh said, 'This is but the staa of their
undertakings! There will be nothing too
hard for them to do." To limit man's
achievements, therefore, Yahweh caused
men to develop diierent languages. He
scattered the town's inhabitants all over the
earth. Only then, as a ghost town, was it
named Babel, meaning confusion.
It is in this spirit that we approach the
"other" federal rules. You would thiuk by
reading a title as explicit as "The" Federal
Rules of Evidence that you now held aU
of the rules. You'd think, as Ed McMahan
would say, that you were the proud possessor of EVVVV-erything you need to
know about evidence rules in federal court.
Johnny Carson would reply, "Wrong
again, deposition breath." Better they he
renamed "Some of the" Federal Rules of
Evidence.
In federal criminal and civil practice it
isn't enough to know the (sic) Federal
Rules of Evidence. You need to know the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, and
Titles 18 and28 of the U S . Code, among
other things, demonstrating once again the
wisdom of the person who said:
The Christian doctrine of original sin
is the only religious teaching for
which there is overwhelming empirical evidence.

Article and book writers so often organize authorities by statute or rule. Such
writings are not helpful, unless analytical.
If I already know where the rule is, I read
the rule, then check the cases and the treatises, obtaining all that is necessary unless in-depth study is called for. If I don't
know where the rule is, other writings
don't usually tell me. The only exceptions
I know of are written by people who are
reading this.
When you must know how to get something into evidence or keep it out, its more
Mr. FitzGerald's ofice is in Temple. He
helpful for authorities to be organized by
practices
in Travis, Bell and other central
the type of evidence. The following list is
Texas
counties.
He is board certified both
organized that way, as other evidence
in
Criminal
Law
and in Civil nial Law.
columns I've written have been. I'm stiU
Last
fall
he
taught
the Advanced Criminal
working the bugs out of the system; when
Procedure
Course
at Baylor in Waco.
it's finished we'll have the one useful trial
evldence notebook, other than the one
compiled by you or someone you admire.
In the lists below, the admissibility of co- planted a vineyard. When he harvested it
pies of documents is given by reference to he (alone) got drunk,took off his cloak and
the originals. Do not look under the word passed out. His second son saw him drunk
"copy." I covered copies in an earlier and naked and reported it to his two
column.
bruthers.
The other two brothers found a cloak
There are federal statutes which requirt
state courts to give full faith and credit to and waked backwards to their father, and
certain records. So some federal statutes covered him up, not seeing his nakedness.
have applicability in state courts, as well. When Noah sobered up he cursed not his
For example, please see "full faith and second son, but rather the youngest son of
his second son. Praising God, Noah prayed
credit," below.
A few interesting facts, which you may that the boy would he the "meanest slave"
already know: For ten years notaries have of his (the boy's) brothers forever.
Thus again were the sins of a father visitbeen obsolete in federal practice, by 28
U.S.C. $1746. RICO trials can he closed ed upon a son. In this case, however, it is
to the public, by 18 U.S.C. $1967. the "sins of the father, squared": the transPerhaps you haven't had occasion to order gression of a second son were visited upon
documents from the Vatican, but now you his fourth son.
The second son, who behaved no differcan do so with 22 U.S.C. $4222. And
remember, you read i t here first: 18 ently from many of us, was named Ham,
U.S.C. $3502m&% eyewitness testimony and his unfortunate fourth son was named
Canaan, from whom, the Canaanites. You
admissible.
It doesn't seem right to mention Noah's don't meet people named Ham or Canaan
curse of his -grandson without retellimg
- the anymore. (Perry Mason's adversary in the
old shows was Hamilton Berger, but I
story.
Noah, as his fxst act back upon dry land, never heard him called Ham Berger.)
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aliens
importatton for immoral purpose
no husband-wife privilege
8 U.S.C. $1328
keeping alien female for purposes of prostitution or other immoral
purpose
if1.N.S. does not have a statement on fde the accused is presumed
not to have filed it
18 U.S.C. $2424
Wright: Criminal 2d $487
bill of lading
shipments between U S . and foreign ports
prima facie proof of receipt of goods
46 U.S.C. $193
business record
admissibility
28 U.S.C. $1732
West keynote, Evrdence 331(1), 354(1)
C.J.S. Evidence $5637 ff, 683 ff, 730(2)
Wright & Graham: Evidence Qg5191 ff, 5001 ff
West's Federal Forms $3940
civil cases
EED. R. ClV. P. 44
Wrieht & Miller: Civil 62411
particzar kinds of
records
Wright & Miller: Civil $2403
criminal proof same manner as civil cases
FED R. C m . P. 27
Wright: Criminal 2d $441
right of confrontation
Wright: Criminal 2d $412
foreign record of regularly conducted activity
18 U.S.C. $83505-3506
child custody order
not subject to modification, unless..
yes subject to modification, if. . .
full faith and credit
jurisdictional prohibitions
28 U.S.C. 1738A r'PKPA1
Parental ECidnapping prevention Act of 1980
West keynote, Courts 514
West keynote, Parent & Child 215)
C.J.S. Caum $548
C.J.S. Parent & Child 532
competence of the accused
SEE: incompetence of the accused to stand trial
confessions
18 U.S.C. $3501
West kevnote. Crim. Law 517(11. 517.1(1>. 519(1)
.,
C.J.S. drim. L ~ W88817 ff, aiY(i), 817&fi
Wright: Criminal 2d $g72 ff, 406 ff, 414, 494
Wrbht & Graham: Evidence $@001 ff, 5031 ff, 5191 ff
West's Fed. Jury Prac. $$15.06, 15.07
suppression of evidence
SEE: suppression of evidence
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congressional investigations
immunity of witnesses
self-incrimination
18 U.S.C. $6005
congresioual journals
28 U.S.C. 51736
West's Federal Forms $3940
civil cases
EED. R. C3v. P. 44
Wrieht & Miner: Civil 662411.. 2437
criminal proof same manner as civil cases
Fen. R. C R ~P.. 27
Wright: Criminal 2d $441
particular kinds of gwernmsnt records
Wright & Miner: Civil $2403

-

consular documents

conies admissible
28 U.S.C. $1740
West kevnote. Evidence 341
ff
C.J.S. ~ v i d e k $640
e
contempt
subpoena disobedience
SEE: subpoenas
witness recalcitrance
jail, appeal, bail
escaoe, im~risonment
2tf u.s.~.91826
28 CFR 21.1 ff
Wright, Miller & Cooper: Jurisdiction $3917
West's Federal Forms 58460, 7094
credit, extortionate
SEE: theft
defendant
presumed competent to testify
18 U.S.C. 63481
Wright: ~ r i ; n i n a ~$501
~ci
immunity
18 U.S.C. $86001-6005
depositions
to perpetuate testimony
18 U.S.C. $3503
West keynote, Criminal Law 627.2, 662(3)
C.J.S. Criminal Law $$955(1), 1001
Wright: Criminal 2d $$241,242, 244
West's Federal Forms §$7351 ff
use of deposition
when witness refuses to testify
Wright: Criminal 2d $8245
foreign depositions
special master
18 U.S.C. $3507
foreizn
- de~ositions
.
perjury
22 U.S.C. $4221

West keynote, Evidence 380(1)
West keynote. Pejury 9(2)
C.J.S. Evidence $8625, 733
C.J.S. Perjury 522
contempt
SEE: contempt
SEE: subpoenas
foreign witness
SEE: subpoenas
suhpoeuas
SEE: subpoenas
embezzlement
SEE: theft
extortionate credit
SEE: theft
foreign commerce
SEE: interstate commerce
foreign documents
SEE also: foreign official records
admissibility, authentication
18 U.S.C. a3491-3495
F ~ DR.. C m . P. 27
West keynote, Criminal 444
C.J.S. Criminal Law 55844 ff
Wright: Criminal 2d 58401 ff, 441
deposition
18 U.S.C. E3493
22 CFR 92.65
West keynote, Criminal Law 444
West keynote, Depositions 12, 31 ff,
C.J.S. Criminal Law 55844 ff
C.J.S. Depositions $96, 10, 17. 29
Wrieht: Criminal 2d 8441
fees fro; consuls, interpiters, etc.
18 U.S.C. 683495-3496
22 CFR 9 i i o
West kevnote. Ambassadors & Consols 4
C.J.S. .&nbassadors & Consuls $513 ff
Wrixht: Criminal 2d 8441
foreign record of regularly conducted activity
18 U.S.C. R83505-3506
Vatican City documents
22 U.S.C. $4222
West keynote, Evidence 349
foreign documents on record in public offices
28 U.S.C. $1741
foreign law
notice
proof by testimony
proof by any source
even if not permitted by FED.R. Ev.
E m R. CN. P. 44.1
FED. R. Cmhr P. 26.1
foreign official records
SEE also: foreien documents
admissibility
28 U.S.C. $1741

.

West keynote, Evidence 341
C.J.S. Evidence 55649 ff, 683 ff, 730(2)
2 8 Barton & Hoitzoff, Fed. Prac. & Proc. 6992
civil cases
EED. R. CN. P. 44(b)(2)
Wright & Miller: Civil 8?9403. 2411, 2435
criminal urwf same manner as civil cises
Cmd. P. 27
EED.
Wrieht: Criminal 2d 6441
records
parlie& kinds of
Wright & Miller: Civil 52403
foreign patent records
copies as admissible as originals
28 U.S.C. 81745
FED. R. CN. P. 44
Wright & Miller: Civil 8$242403,2411, 2437
Em. R. GRIM. P, 27
Wright: Criminal 2d $441
West keynote, Evidence 383(5)
West keynote: Records 15
C.J.S. Evidence $765 ff
wests Fede~alForms $3940
formal exceptions to rulings
no longer required
EED. R. CN. P. 46
full faith and credit

in state proceedings
- and federal proceedings
statutei
judicial proceedings
28 U.S.C. 61738

u.8. CON&. Slt. 4, 81
West keynote, Evidence 328, 347
West keynote, States 5 112
ff
C.J.S. Evidence $9667
..
C.J.S. states $9
C.J.S. Statutes $885. 450
Wright & Mier: Civil 582403, 2411, 2437
Wright & Cooper: Jurisdiction @4106, 4469,
Wright: Criminal 2d 8441
West's Federal Forms 883940, 3945
child custody order
28 U.S.C. 1738A [=PKPA''I
Parental Kidnapping Prevention Act of 1980
West keynate, Courts 514
West kevnofe. Parent & Child 261
C.J.S. dourts'§54548
C.J.S. Parent & Child 532
nonjudicial pmceedimgs
28 U.S.C. 51739
government agency records
admissibility & authentication
copies equally with originals
not applicable where F ~ DR.
. Ev. applicable
28 U.S.C. 51733
West keynote, Evidence 325
C.J.S. Evidence $626
Wright & Graham: Evidence 585191 ff
West's Federal Forms 53940
Nert Monrh -Pan II.
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Jury Select ion -The Voice Listens
by Cathy Bennetf, M.A., Robert Hirschhorn, J.D., and Jeffrey Smith, M.A.
'This judge won't let me do that" or,
"You can't do those things in this jurisdiction," are two phrases that we hear quite
often from attorneys. We hear comments
such as these about submitting a juror
questionnaire, request for additional
premeptory challenges, motions for expanded voir dire, motions for individual
sequestered voir dire and in some cases,
even the proposed voir dire questions
themselves.
We have been very successful in many
jurisdictions throughout the country, including Federal caurts in having jury selection procedures improved. Jury selection
is one of the most important factors in the
trial and, for making an appellate record.
Many times attorneys tell us that the appellate courts will not usually reverse cases
based on jury selection, hut if you read
those decisions you will find, in many instances, that it was a failure to make an
adequate record on the part of the trial
counsel that resulted in the decision. In
Keeton v. State, 724 S.W.2d.58 (Tex.Cr.
App. 19871, regarding a Bats011argument,
the court stated;
Appellant did not present any evidence in support of the third requirement. As stated before, appellant's
attorney simply objected." (emphasis added)

427 U S . 539,602 [49 L.Ed2nd. 683,
722-723, 96 S.Q. 27911 (conc. opn. of
Brennan, J.) Justice Breman wrote;

N.W.2nd 829, 8301; State v. Anderson,
(1972) 30 Ohio St.2nd 66 159 Ohio
Ops.2nd 85, 282 N.E.2nd 568, 5711.)

". . .defense counsel should be accorded more latitude in personally
asking or tendering searching questions that might root out indications
of bias, both to facilitate intelligent
exereise of peremptory challenges
and to uncover factors that would
dictate disqualification for cause. Indeed, it may sometimes be necessary
to question on voir dire prospective
jurors individually or in small
groups, both to maximize the likelihood that members of the venire will
respond honestly to questions concerning bias, and to avoid contaminating unbiased members of the
venire when other members disclose
prior knowledge of prejudicial information."

"The right to examine prospective
jurors on their voir dire is granted
to litigants in order to enable them
to select a jury composed of men and
women qualified and competent to
judge and determine without bias,
prejudice or partiality, facts in issue.
For the proper exercise of this right,
the Legislature has deemed it wise
to give litigants the right of peremptory challenge and challenge for
cause. This former right is to be exercised at their discretion and free
from any limitation or restriction.
Any rule of law which denies a litigant reasonable latimde h t h e examination of prospective jurors as to
their qualifications, in order to enable him to exercise such peremptory challenges jurdiciously and
intelligently, deprives him of a substantial right."

In another case which is of particular
relevance to attorneys in Texas, RosolesLopez v. United States, (1981) 451 U S .
182, [68 L.Ed.2nd.22, 28, 101 S.Ct.
16291.) the court stated:

What you can show to the court to obtain
approval of "different" jury selection
procedures in your jurisdiction, will be discussed this month. Next month, we will
address what to do if the court refuses?
In Nebraska Press Assh v. Stuian, (1976)

"Voirdire plays a critical function in
assuring the criminal defendant that
his Sixth Amendment right to an impartial jury will be honored. Without
adequate voir dire the trial judge's
responsibility to remove prospective
jurors who will not he able impartially to follow the court's instructions and evaluate the evidence
cannot he fulfiied."

Je$ey Smith & Cathy BenneN are jury
and trial consultants with Cathy E. Benneff & 14ssociatesfromHouston. They have
participated in hundreds of jury trials.
Robe~Hirschhomis a criminaldefnseattomey with offices in Houston and Galveston.

In addition to the above cited cases, the
importance of an adequate and complete
voir dire is addressed in many other jurisdictions as well; Gossett v. Commonwealth
(KY.1968) 426 S.W.2nd 485,487; Emanus v. Siate, (Tex. Crim. App. 1975) 526
S.W.2nd 806,808; Lamb v. State, (1978)
241 Ga. 10 [243 S.E.2nd 59,611; People
v. Harrell, (1976) 398 Mich. 384 [247
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There also have been numerous Texas
cases as well relating to jury selection such
as; Mathis v. State. 322 SW2d 629. 631
v e x . Cr. App. 1959). A question is
deemed proper if it seeks to discover a
juror's view on any issue applicable to the
case, including the proposed defense of the
case. More cases are, Easterling v. State,
710 SW2d 569 (Tex. Cr. App. 19861,
Smith v. State, 703 SW2d 641 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1985), Campbell v. State, 685 SW2d
23 (Tex. Cr. App. 1985), Powellv. Sfate,
631 SW2d 169 (Tex. Cr. App. 1982) and
Mathis v. State, 576 SW2d 835 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1979) just to cite a few.
Now that we have discussed some of the
case law that supports argument for expanded jury selection procedures we will
talk a little about the related social science
research which can also he of assistance
to you.
In a study conducted by Zeisel & Diamond, The Effect of Perempfory

advisory have been followed.
showing of sobriety.
XVI. Other ~ntoxieatedPersons
m.s l m c i e a ~ y
I). &neral ConslitufianaIStundard
Fdormgh v. Stae, 384 S,W.2d 705
Jaekaon v. Virgin&, 443 US. 307,
CTex,Cr.App+ 1964).
-held: Not error to admit evidence 99 S.Ct, 27&1 (197%
-held: Due prom?@ requites that no
thnt passenger in defetdant's automobile
person be ma&eto d f e r the oous of a
was intoxicated.
criminal eanviction except qmn sufficient
XVIII. RFI-Additional Preclieate proof, defied as evidence necessary to
w o RxqurmrgInlafertlllee) convince atrler of fact beyond reasomable
doubt to the existence of wry element of
1) T m CQsm @one)
t?teo&nse. U S C A Const, Amend. 14.
2) Other Jurisdi&ons
v. K i m ~ t474
, A.2d 1
-held: The critical inquiry on $@view
of the sufficiency of widence tu supporI
(N.Jer. 1984).
-held: Courts may fake judlchl criminal convicfion must be not &ply to
innotice of suientific reliability and amura- determine whmhet jury was pm*y
cy of breatbalp. Results of bieatfralyzer atrocfed, butto determine whether recordcan be affected by RFl under w K & &- ed Bvidenw wnld reasouabw support a
cnmstanw and fum test results will be finding of guilt beyond a reasanabledoubt
admissible if 1)2 tests OT readings areper- tb relevant question is whether, after
Eomed and they are within Weranee of viewing evldence m light mast f~voiable
0.0196 of eaGh other, or 2) [a) periodic on- to prosecution, any ratirmal trier of fact
sit$RFI tests afe performed and the iostm- muhihave found the essntial element of
ment is found to be nonsensitive the said the csim beyoad a reasonable doubt.
2) D&yd THC
results will be admissible, or (b) if theinh i s v. State, 5% SS,W.2d406 @x.
smunent is fognd to be RFl snsltive, then
the state must prove no hand-held or mo- CrhnApp. 1979).
-held: Fact that &emk:al test was
bile transmitters were in close pnnrinri€y
a$mioirtered I-hour aad20-minutes after
and the insVument was shieldad.
ClnwmwealAv. Neal,464 N.B.2d defendant's arrest showing a 0.12% &GOha1 m n t , did not preclude finding of in1356 (Mass. 1984).
-held: Admisdbility of bnreathalyss toxieation on theory that del~yedW
re~ultgis ea&gent on ptesentation by the possibly showed hlghet level afalcoholbeorosecution of an adeuuate.Fonndationthat cause of time gap between point of eonhstramnt was not 4susc@ibleto radio sumption and point at which alcohol w8s
fresuency intefferenm as to create a sig- ab1orbed into the system, where G-held: No need to sp*.
nihcant ri& that the result was inaccurate. pen'enced highway purr01 o@ef fW$@d
itlfoxieatedwhile operAt a minimM, the prosecution should be thuf rlafotdant
prepared to demonstrate that Rm testhg atrbg a inom yehicle&d@erUia~ffk conm. Presumpfiom
pmoedures recommended by the manufac- tention was arped to Yrajury @"perSO"
1) Sht@?ing &den of Prmf
Forte v. Stale. 707 S.W.2d 89 flex. turer iSmith and Wessoni in a customefs

XV. Motions To QlNrsb

lJ Failure to Specify 'Per Se" or
Tmprrr'rrnent~
Gaudin v. Sme2 703 S.W.2d 789
CTex.App., 10th Wac01 1985).
-held: No need to speci@.
2) Failure to Spe$y Public PlQce
Ktng v. State, 696 S.W.2d 302 flex.
App., 2nd Fort Worthn
-held: No n d to specify.
3) Failure to Specify fntmic&%n of
B m t h , Blaod or Urine
Penyman v. Sthts, 687 S.W.2d 371
(Tex.App., 14th [Hbuston] 1984).
-held: No dto specify.
4)Failure to &m& &%bmnce ~Usihg
InroXicapion
Vargas v. SMte* 697 S.W.2d 496
pex.App., 13th [Corpus Christi] 1985).
-held: No need to specify in indiament for MuntarJl mans1augWr. See
abo, Browtt v. State, 674 S.W.2d 443
(Tex. App,, 5th [Dallas] 1984). But dee,
GarcYa v. State, 720 S.W.2d 655
@ex.App., 4th 1086) (error not to specify
submnw cansing intoxiWion).
3) Failure to Specify Manner (Md
Means of Haw Vehicle Was Operated
mhl v. State, 707S.W.2d 694Eex.
App., 3rd [Austin1 1986).
-held: No need to specify.
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Note: The court noted at 407 that appellant's argument "that a breath test administered 1-hour and 20-minutes after arrest is of no meaning" might be meritorious
if the results of a chemical breath test were
the only evidence of his intoxication.
Crawford v. Sfate, 643 S.W.2d 178
(Tex.App., 12th [Tyler] 1982).
-held: Fact that breath test could
have been given up to an hour after appellant's m t did not bar admissibiity where
the state also introduces opinion testimony of the arresting officers that the appellant was intoxicated at the time of his arrest
(pre per se case).
Note: The Crawford Coua notes at
180 that appellant's argument might have
merit if the breath test result. were the only
evidence of his intoxication @re per se
case).
3) Police m c e r Testimony
hion v. State, 703 S.W.2d 362 (Tex.
App., 3rd [Austin] 1986).
-held: Opinion testimony of arresting officer, standing alone, is sufficient to
prove element of intoxication.
4) Breath Test Evidence Only (Intarilyzer)
(a) Texas cases.
Schumaker v. Stare, 704 S.W.2d
548 (Tex.App, 13th [Corpus Christi]
1986).
-held: Statute prohibiting driving
while intoxicated [Vernon's Ann.Texas
Civ.St. Arts. 67011-11 was satisfied by expert witness'testimony that intoxilyzer test
result represented defendant's bloodalcohol concentration and did not require
that evidence establish number of grams
of alcohol in defendant's body at time of
arrest.
Forte v. State, 707 S.W.2d 89 (Tex.
Cr.App. 1986).
-held: To prove element of intoxication in driving while intoxicated prosecution, on basis of 0.10% alcohol, State
must offer proof beyond reasonable doubt
that any chemical test offered in evidence
provides trustworthy evidence of alcohol
concentration, and substantiate inference
that defendant had 0.10% alcohol concentration in his body at time of offense.
@) other jurisdictions.
Culifomia v. Trombetta, 104
S.Ct. 2528 (1984).
-held: The materiality of breath
samples is directly related to the reliability
of the Intoxilyzer itself. The degree to
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which preserved samples are material depends on how reliable the Intoxilyzer is.
This correlation suggests that a more direct
constimtio~lattack might be made on the
sufficiency of the evidence underlying the
State's case. After all, if the Intoxilyzer
were truly prone to erroneous readings,
then Intoxilyzer results, without more,
might be insufficient to establish guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.
State v. Burling, 40 CrL 2400
(2125187) web. 2/13/87).
-held: Intoxilyzer 4011 AS does not
allow for variations in ratio of breath to
blood and is too unreliable to support a
conviction.
5) Defendant% Own Admissions
Coleman v. Stae, 704 S.W.2d 511
(Tex.App., 1st [Houston] 1986).
-held: Defendant's extrajudicial admission that he had been driving car in
question was insufficient to establish corpw delicti of driving while intoxicated, absent evidence wrroborating the admission.
6) Wheeling fhe Driver
Colema~tv. Sfate, 704 S.W.2d 511
(Tex.App., 1st [Houston] 986).
-held: Evidencethat defendant was
intoxicated at time police officers arrived
at scene of automobile accident was insufficient to support driving while intoxicated conviction, absent evidence that
defendant was driving the vehicle or that
he was intoxicated at time be was driving.
Sinast v. State, 688 S.W.2d 631
(Tex.App., 13th [Corpus Christi] 1985).
-held: Absent any evidence that engine of vehicle was stillhot or that car was
still smoking, and there being no evidence
in record fixing time of accident, evidence

was insufficient to show that defendant
drove at the time he was intoxicated.
7) Circumstantial Proof of Driving
Keenan v. State, 700 S.W.2d 12
flex.App., 7th [Amarillo] 1985).
-held: Evidence that vehicle was
parked predominantly on road with its
lights on, that witness saw exhaust coming from tailpipe of vehicle on at least one
occasion, and that defendant was only person in vehicle supported conviction for
driving while intoxicated.

XX. Test Refusal and the Privilege
Agaimt Compulsory Self-incrimination
South Dakota v. Neville, 459 U S .
553, 103 S.Ct. 916 (1983).
-held: Admission of a chemical test
refusal does not offend the Fifth Amendment privilege against compulsory selfincrimination if there is no impermissible
coercion.
-held: Request to take a chemical
test is not interrogation within the meaning of Miranda.
-held: Due process is not offended
by the admission of a DWI suspect's
refusal to be tested even where police fail
to warn that such a refusal could be used
against him.
Accord as to points 1 and 2 only:
Buss v. State, 723 S.W.2d 687;
McGinry v. State, 723 S.W.2d 719; and,
Thomas v. State, -S.W.2d -,
all
decided by the Texas Court of Criminal
Appeals on November 19, 1986). Note,
however, that Bass and Thomas leave open
the question of whether or not a refusal is
a communication.
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A View From The Bench
Diagramming Sentences: The Great Circle Paradox
by Judge Mary Bacon, Houston

Judge Bacon presides over the 338th
District Court in Houston. She tvas originally appointed by Governor Mark White
in 1983 and was re-electedin 1984. Previously she was a referee of the 245th Dktrid Court and engaged in private practice
in both civil and criminal matters from
1 9 n until 1981.
Judge Bacon is board certwed, Texas
Board of &gal Specialization in Family
Law since 1979. She received her Doctor
ofJzirisprudence Degreefrorn the University of Houston, Bares College of Law in
Houston and her B.A. Degree in Spanish
from Georgia State University. She has
received numerous awards and honorsfor
her professtonal contributions including
the President's Award from rhe Houston
Bar Association in 1985. She is afrequent
lecturer and substantial contributor to
Continuing &gal Education programs
throughout Texas.
"The U S . Sentencing Commission has
scrapped its most recent public draft of
guidelines for criminal sentences and is
racing frantically to adopt a new approach
in time to tile a report that Congress or-

(January, 1987)are to be abandoned as the
worst ideas ever promulgated, Judge Breyer should receive at least a letter of gratitude from every lawyer involved in the
criminal justice system.
Judge Breyefs equal in assertivenessand
active participation in the hearings held in
Washington, D.C., last December and
again in March, is Judge George E. MacKinnon, Senior United States Circuit Judge
for the District of Columbia Circuit.
White-haired and irascible, he has never
suffered a fool gladly or in any another
way. Seemingly impatient with the impossible task mandated by Congress, he
nevertheless quickly destroyed any witness
at the hearings who was critical of the
Commission's efforts.
Judge William W. W i n s , Jr., United
States Circuit Judge for the Fouttb Circuit,
the Chairman of &e Commission, demonstrated a mildsense of humor (refers to his
own court as the "Court of Intermediate
Error") and no sense of time. He gave
everyone the chance to speak, asked few
questions ofthose who testified and rarely
expressed an opinion.
Paul H. Robinson, Distinguished Professor of Law at Rutgers, perhaps the youngest of the group, participated actively in
the hearings following the Preliminary
Draft. Once he had strongly attacked the
Revised Draft in dissent, however, he apThe Commission
peared to feel his work was done; he was
Stephen G. Breyer of Cambridge, Mas- present, but largely silent, at the March
sachusetts, referred to in the Wall Street hearings. The three remaining voting
Journal article, may be the Commissioner members, Helen G. Corrothers, formerly
who saves us from all this folly. He is a a United States Parole Commissioner,
United States Circuit Judge for the First Ilene H. Nagel, Professor of Law at IndiCircuit, and one of the seven voting mem- ana University, and Michael K. Block,
bers appointed by the President to the Unit- Professor of Law at the University of Ared States Sentencing Commission with the izona, rarely spoke.
advice and consent of the Senate. A tall,
An ex-officiomember, Ronald L. Gainthin man with the graceful hands and af- er, an Associate Deputy Attorney General
fected stammer of the Haward law profes- of the United States Department of Justice
sor that he was, he also has the wit and the and "one of theoriginal developers of the
"gotcha!" grin of a man who has never lost concepts embodied in the new sentencing
an argument. If the rigid Sentencing guidelines system," according to his offiGuidelines of both the Preliminary Draft cia1 biography, had absolutely no idea of
(September, 1986) and the Revised Draft the job of either a judge or of a defense
dered by Monday.
"Sources within the commission and
others who follow its work said the major
change of direction came several weeks
ago when one commissioner, U.S. Appeals Court Judge Stephen Breyer, informed the chairman that there weren't
enough votes in the panel to approve the
February draft."
---Wall Street Journal, April 9, 1987.
In the March, 1987, VOICE FOR THE
DEFENSE,
Knox Jones referred to the proposed new federal sentencing guidelines as
"another horror show." Having agreed with
his assessment for a long time without expressing it so well, I have been following
the work of the U.S. Sentencing Commission and attended the hearings in Washington, D.C., in December, 1986, and again
in March of this year. Even though the
work of the sentencing commission does
not directly affect the work of a state wurt,
there have been sentencing guidelines imposed by the Legislature in other states, a
climate for their imposition in still more,
and rustlings in our present Legislature
about "reduction in unwarranted disparity
in sentencing." Like Knox, I am calling out
'The Guidelines are coming! The Guidelines are coming!"and I am worried about
them.
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attorney. He could not imagine tbat, under the guidelines, there would he extensive litigation over a three-month (real
t i differencein the length of a sentence,
nor did he believe that the Government
would seriously contest the difference between bodily injury and serious and permanent bodily injury when racking up
points against a defendant.

The Great Circle Paradox
Early onthefirst day of theMarchhearings, Judge Breyer, whilelaughing, speUed
out in terms any law smdemt could understand, what he described as the "Great Circle, ah, the Great Paradox." One, there is
disparity, Two, this disparity can be cured
with detailed sentencing guidelines. Three,
an investigator suddenly realizes that there
are MILLIONS of permutations and the
guidelines havenot curedanything. Four,
the problemmust be solved by simplicity.
five, the categories then become too
broad. Six, Five has to be cured by giving
the judge discretion, and the circle is complete. Back at disparity.
How can the Commission break out of
the circle? Judge Breyefs solution, he said,
was to start slowly, collecting data. 'This
is a job for TWENTY YEARS!" What he
was actually proposing was a radical shift
in the Commission's direction, from the
writing of "prescriptive" guidelines, the
preferences andprejudicesof the Commissioners, to "descriptive" guidelines, a campilation of past experience with real
defendants in real courtrooms.
Judicial discretion is the heart of the
problem. Prescriptive, mandatory sentencing guidelines simply take out of the criminal law nearly everything that judges have
traditionally done. Descriptive guidelines,
as suggested by Judge Breyer, pose quite
a different problem, if they are mandatory.
The empirical data that Judge Breyer wants
to collect, unless entirely based upon federa1 judges' decisions across the nation,
will be a result of the plea bargaining
process, the prosecution's bottom line. In
Florida, where descriptive guidelines are
in place, "the old bottom @asbecome) the
new top," according to one State Attorney,
and he has called for abolishment of the
guidelines. Defense attorneys may be happy to note that the mandatory nature of
those guidelines in Florida has resulted in
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a largenumber of remands, in that nearly
any departure from the guidelines has been
deemed to be error.

Disparity

Very serious and convincing arguments
can be made to support desert theory. They
lead, however, to sentencing guidelines
and, as in thc Rcviscd Draft, to two
hundred and fifty-eight categories from
which a judge must automatically draw a
sentence that miles away and years ago,
seven persons appointed by the President
of the United States deemed appropriate.
The human qualities, the moral d i i n sions, that defense attorneys emphasize to
evoke mercy, as well as justice, have disappeared.

There can he no question that, based
only upon the designation of a crime, prior
record and the length of sentence, disparity exists. A recent study that I did of sentencing results over a twentymonth period
in Harris County confirms what everyone
knows. In aggravated robbery cases, for
instance, one hundred and forty-one were
The Good News
tried to a jury for punishment. There were
nine Not Guiltys and three hung juries.
Seventeen received probation. Eight
The Commissioners and those who tesreceived the minimum punishment of five tified before them repeatedly referred to
years, seven of these being fust offenders. three main concerns they had about the
At the other end of the range, nineteen work they are doing. The first lies in the
received a lifesentence, fourof thesefirst Congressional mandate that "the maximum
offenders, six second, eight third and one of the range established for. . .a term (of
a prior probationer. The median sentence imprisonment) shall not exceed the miniwas thirty years. Judges in fiftysix simi- mum of that range by more than the greater
lar cases gave three Not Guilty verdicts and of 25 percent or six months. . .", a comat the other end of the range four life sen- mand that has proven to be ambiguous as
tences, one to a first offender, one to a se- the Commissioners have struggled to wmcond, one to a third and one to a prior ply. No Commissioner expressed certainty
probationer. The median sentence was that they have done so.
forty-five years.
A second concern, expressed by Judge
This is the type of data that has led to Breyer and by many others outside the
a change in the intellectual rationale un- Commission, is that the method of appointderlying the purpose of punishment and to ing the Commissioners may well be a viosentencing guidelines. The objectives of lation of constitutional separation of
the Texas Penal Code (1973) in Section powers doctrine. Kenneth Feinberg, who
1.02 are to deter, to rehabilitateand to pun- helped draft the law creating the Commisish "as may be necessary to prevent recur- sion and who is presently an advisor to it
rences of criminal behavior." The has been quoted in the New York Times
Congressional mandate determining the (April 12, 1987) as saying: 'The argument
work of the Commission requires that the is a troublesome one. In retrospect, we
guidelines 'keflect the general inappropri- shonld have structured the Commission
ateness of considering the education, voca- differently
The third concern expressed frequently
tional skills, employment record, family
ties and responsibilities, and community was that the sentencing guidelines (after all
ties of the defendant. .(and further) that this work!) will not be implemented by
the guidelines reflect the inappropriateness Congress. That worries them a lot more
of imposing a sentence to a term of im- than it does me. Given the apparent fact
prisonment for the purpose of rehabilitat- that the Commissioners themselves are
ing the defendant. . .or other correctional divided on the eve of the submission of the
treatment." Focus of punishment has shift- guidelines to Congress, it seems unlikely
ed almost entirely from the human being that Congress will permit them to go into
(except for age, mental and emotional wn- effect by its own inaction. If sentencing
dition, and physical condition, including guidelines at the federal level fail, this
drug dependence) who bas committed a shonld send a clear message to Texas legiscrime to the heinousness, or not, of the act lators. Knox, you may not have to look up
itself. This is desert theory, or 'Sust at the bench and see a computer sitting
there, after all.
deserts."

."
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DWI Practice Gems
by J. Gary Tn'ehfer
Introduction
The following topid overview is a bdef
summaty of recent and landmark Texas
Appellate Court Decisions which impact
upon prosecutions for driving whiIe intoxicated. This outline is not exhaustive.
However, it does focus upon issues that reoccur oAen within our judiciary. Accordingly, it is offered to the readerlpractitioner
as a quick reference update. Note that you
are cautioned to remember that the opinions by the Texas Courts of Appeals are
not the final word on each issue until the
Texas Court of Criminal A p p d s has
passed upon the same issue,

A Brief Topical Overview of DWI
I. Attorney
I) Attachment of the Right
Forte v. State, 707 S.W.2d 89
(Tex.Cr.App. 1986) (remanded back).
-held: No Sixth Amendment right to
counsel at breath test request stagebecause
formal criminal proceedings had not yet
b w initiated, i.e., no indictment, information or complaint had been Bed.
Forte v. State, 722 S.W.2d 219
(Tex.App. Znd, 1986) (on remand) lpdr
-held: No Art. 1610. Tex.Const..
right to counsel at breathiesi request stage
because formal criminal proceedings had
not yet been initiated. Same holding as to
Art. 1.05, Tex.C.Cr.Pro.
-held: No Art. 38.22, Tex.C.Cr.
Pro..right to counsel because breath t a t
is not testimonial commnnication.
-held: No Art. I $13 and 19, Tex.
Const., or Art. 1.04, Tex.C.Cr.Pro., due
process violation of right to counsel because a DWI suspect has no right or
privilege to consult with counsel about the
breath test decision.
McCambridge v. State, 712 S.W.2d
499 (Tex.Cr.App. 1986) (remandedback).
-held: No Sixth Amendment right to
counsel at breath test request stage because
formal criminal proceedings had not yet
been initiated.

J. Gary Tricludr is a partner in the law
firm of Mallen, Trichter & Brann in
Houston, Teras,He is co-author of the text
entitled Texas Dhlnk Driving Law by Buttenvorth Publishers. Mr. Trichter hm also
written many journal articles nnd has
taught as an adjunct professor of law at
South TWS College of Law and the
University of HouSm Law Center.
Driving while intoximted crimid caves
are ripe with numerous legal issuesfor ihe
innovativepractitioner. Accordingly, fhe
foUming is qfered usfoodfor thought in
your practice. In this regard, the author
also invites your inquiries, suggef~bm,articles, mnfrib~'onsand comments.

the suspect, to eliminate any confusion,
that Mimrul? rights are not applicable to
the breath test decision. 712 S.W.2d at
506. SeeJamuil v. State, 713 S.W.Zd776
(Tex,App, 14th [Houston] 1986) @dr
pending).
McCumbririge v. State, -S.W.2d
-(Tex.App. 1st [Houston] 1/29/87)
(on remand) Epdr pending).
-held: No right to eounsel under
Art. I 510, ~ex.c&st., or Art. 1.05,
Tex.C.Cr.Pro., at breath test request stage
as formal criminal proceedings had not yet
been initiated.
-held: No due process violation under the Fourteenth Amenpment, Art. I
519, Tex.Const., or Art. 1.04, Tex.C.Cr.
Pm., as defendant%treatment at the hands
of the arrestine offlcers was not offensive
to socieQ, i.e.:requesting a chemicaltest.
2) Right to Speak Privately With
Counsel
Jdmril v. Swe, 713 S.W.2d 776
(Tex.App., 14th [Houston] 1986).
-implied: Forcing a suspect to speak
to his attorney either while officers are
present or while an electronic audio
recording is being made of his wnversation is tantamount to a denial of counsel.
See also, Ethical Considerations 4-1 (client
must feel free to discuss facts) and 4-4 (attorney should avoid professional discussions in presence of others). B d see,
Garcia v. State, -S . W.2d -(Tex.
App. 14th pleuston] 2/19/87).

11, Audio and Video Recordings
1 ) Failuve to Videotape
D r e w v. Stare, 704 S.W.2d 43
-held: Mirandg warnings are not ap- (Tex.Cr.App., 1986).
-held: Jury can consider state's
plicable to breath test decision as the test
result is not a testimonialcommunication. failure to videotape in determining if the
-implied: at n. 16, due process could defendant was intoxicated.
Note: @, 35 Tex.J.3rd 268-278
be offended if police refused to m p t a
suspect's reasonable request to undergo a $141-142 (implied: Jury may be told they
may infer that had tape been made it would
different form af testing.
-implied: at n. 17, either due pm- have been favorable to the accused). See
cess or a Miranda violation codd arise also, State v. Werkheiser, 474 A.2d 898
where police mix their breath test request (Md.Ct.App., 1984).
But see, Franks v. State, with questions that amount to intermgation, Note also that police should advise S.W.2d -(Tex.App., 4th [San Anto-
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niol Jan. 30, 1987).
-held: No error for trial court to refuse defendant's objection concerning the
State's
failure
to
videotape.
Irion v. State, 703 S.W.2d 362
(Tex.App., 3rd 1986).
-held: Failure to videotape by the
State does not mandate dismissal of the
prosecution.
2) Failure to Turn Qf Audio After Invocation of Rights
Gaithright v. State, 698 S.W.2d 260
(Tex.App., 2nd 1985).
-held: Error to allow jury to hear
defendant exercise right to remain silent.
Jones v. State, 703 S.W.2d 391
(Tex.App., l l t h 1986).
-held: Error to allow jury to hear
defendant exercise right to consult with
counsel. See also. Rezac v. State, 722
S.W.2d 32 (Tex.App., 2nd 1986).
Knox v. State, -S.W.2d (Tex.App., 7th [Amarillo] Jan. 6, 1987).
-held After invocation of Miauda
rights it is not error to allow jury to hear
audio portion of tape that does not deal
with interrogation, but rather, deals with
questions normally attendant to police
custody.

m. Blood Test Generally
1) Reports
Blunt V. State, 703 S.W.2d429 (Tex.
App. 2nd D r t Worth] 1986).
-held: Error to admit medical
records which are privileged.
Note: As per Rule 509, Tex.R.Evid.,
there is not Physician Patient Privilege.
21 Disinfectant Solution
Kaufman v . State, 632 S.W.2d 685
(Tex.App., l l t h [Eastland] 1982).
-held: use of alcohol solution to
cleanse skin before test merely affects
weight of test and not its admissibility.
3) No Search Warrant
Pesina v. State, 676 S.W.2d 122
(Tex.Cr.App., 1984).
-held: Blood test evidence collected
at request of police officer in DWI case not
suppressible where suspect was unconscious and there were exigent circumstances.
Wiky v. State, 699 S.W.2d 637 (Tex.
App., 4th [San Antonio] 1985).
-held: Absent a warrant in a DWI,
it was not unreasonable for officer to collect blood sample fmm bleeding suspect by
dabbing an open wound.
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4) Statutory Predicate
admission of an intoxilyzer result is:
(a) Waiver.
1) showing of proper use of the
Vorgnsv. Sate, 697 S.W.2d 496 simulator;
(Tex.App., 13th [Corpus Cbristi] 1985).
2) existence of periodic supervision
-held: Defense objection, accompa- over the machine and operation by one
nied by citation to statnte, that proper who understands the scientific theory of the
predicate had not been laid for admission machine; and proof of the result of the test
of blood test result, was inadequate and too by a witness or witnesses qualifed to transgeneral to preserve error for appeal the late and interpret such result so as to
claim that the sample was not taken at a e l i i a t e hearsay.
licensed hospital.
@) Who needs to be supervised.
V. Character Evidence
Benneitv. Sate, 723 S.W.2d 359
Foley v. State, 356 S.W.2d686 Vex.
(Tex.App., 2nd [Fort Worth] 1987).
Cr.App., 1962).
-held: As per Art. 67011-5, $3(c)
-held: Error to exclude defense wita registered nurse, unlike a licensed voca- nesses in DWI case who would have testitional nurse, need not be under the super- fied that defendant's general reputation for
vision of a licensed physician in order to sobriety was good.
withdraw a blood sample for an alcohol
See also, Rule 701, Texas Rule of
concentration test.
Evidence, which provides:
Opinion Testimony by Lay Witnesses,
5) Chain of Custody
Lynch v. State, 687 S.W.2d 76 (Tex. If the witness is not testifying as an expert,
his testimony in the form or opinions or
ADD.., 7th lAmarillol 1985).
-held: Failure'to show that blood inferences is limited to those opinions or
sample tested was same as one drawn from inferences which are (a) rationally based
on the perception of the witness and @)
defendant was error.
helpful to a clear understanding of his testimony or the determination of a fact in
lV. Breath Testers
issue.
1) 2100/1 Blood-breath Ratio
Dahl v. State, 707 S.W.2d 694 (Tex.
App., 3rd [Austin] 1986).
VI. Consent
1) Applicability of Implied Consent
-held: Breath alcohol testing devices
Aliff v. State, 627 S.W.2d 166 (Tex.
were designed to collect a quantity of
breath, measure the amount of alcohol in Cr.App. 1982).
the sample, and report the amount of al-held: Actual consent in a DWI case
cohol in blood, using the 2100 to 1con- to obtain a blood sample is not constitutionally required where the accused is unversion factor.
-held: The Intoxilyzer measures der arrest.
-held: Implied consent statute is
breath but it reports in terms of a bloodbreath equivalent, using the 2100 to 1 only applicable if defendant is under arrest at time the chemical test specimen is
ratio.
-held: Although the Intoxilyzer given.
reading may now be reported directly in
2) Withdraw1 of Implied Consent
McKenna v. State. 671 S.W.2d 138
terms of breath, i.e., tbenumber of grams
of alcohol per 210 liters of breath, it does (Tex.App., 1st
1984).
-held: Police violated defendant's
not change the underlyina operatina
premisc orthe machine. It incorporates th;
rights under implied consent statute when
2100 to I blood-alcohol cquivalcncc.
they took chemical test specimen wherein
the accused bad refused to give consent.
2) Predicate
Harrell v. State, -S.W.2d (Tex.Cr.App., 12/17/86).
W.Defendant's Right to Own
-held: Because the reference sample
Chemical Test
is so important to the Intoxilyzer in Texas,
1) Denial Upon Proper Request
a showing of proper use of a reference
Crawford v. State, 643 S.W.2d 178
sample satisfies the first prong of the predi- (Tex.App., 12th [Tyler] 1982).
cate (i.e., properly compounded
-held: Even if a request to have a
chemicals).
blood test taken is properly made by a
Accordingly, the basic predicate for defendant, failure or inability to obtain

..

oust&

such a test will not preclude admission of
evidence relating to a breathalyzer tes!
taken at the direction of a law enforcemen(
officer.
2) Failure to Inform of Right to Test
Crawford v. State, 643 S.W.2d 178
(Tex.App., 12th [Tyler] 1982).
-held: Failure of arresting officers
to inform defendant of his statutory right
to have a blood test taken did not require
reversal of his conviction for DWI: though
it would have been the better practice for
officers to inform dcfcndant oisuuh right.
3) lnahiliry of Defcnrlnnr 10 Arrmgcfur
Test
Turpin v. State, 606 S.W.2d 907
(Tex.Crim.App. 1980).
-held: Defendants inability to obtain
blood test within 2-hours of his arrest did
not render results of state's breath test inadmissible.

VIII. Destruction of Evidence
1) Failure to Preserve the Breath
Sample
California v. Trornbetta, 104 S.Ct.
2528 (1984).
-held: The Due Process Clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment does not require that law enforcement agencies
preserve breath samples in order to introduce their breath-analysis test at trial.
-held: State courts and legislatures
are free to adopt more rigorous safeguards
governing the admissibility of scientific
evidence than those imposed by the federal constitution.
-held: Whatever duty the Constitution imposes on the States to preserve evidence, that duty must be lin~itedto evidence that might be expected to play a
significant role in the suspect's defense. To
meet this standard of constitutionalmateriality, evidence must both possess an exculpatory value that was apparent before
the evidence was destroyed, and also be
of such a nature that the defendant would
be unable to obtain comparable evidence
by other reasonably available means.
-held: The capacity to preserve
breath samples is equivalent to the actual
possession of the samples. .
-held: The materiality of breath
samples is directly related to the reliability
of the Intoxilyzer itself. The degree to
which preserved samples are material depends on how reliable the Intoxilyzer is.
This correlation suggests that a more direct

constitutional attack might be made on the
suficiency of the evidence underlying the
State's case. After all, if the Intoxilyzer
were truly prone to erroneous readings,
then Intoxilyzer results, without more
might be insufficient to establish guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.
Note-Distinctions between California and Texas Alcohol Breath Testing:
Califoniia:
1. did not preserve same breath as
tested by Intoxilyzer;
2. breath sample preserved by Field
Crimper-Indium Tube Encapsulation Kit;
3. two samples taken from each
defendant and a test is performed on each
sample-test results of the samples must
be within .02% of each other to be admissible;
4. Intoxilyzer calibrated weekly;
5. defendant allowed access to Intoxilyzer for inspection;
6. defendant allowed access to Intoxilyzer calibration results and breath
samples used in the calibrations;
7. California prosecutions were
based on "presumption" statute rather than
"per se" statute; and
8. defendant complained that destruction of breath sample thwarted his ability to impeach Intoxilyzer result and did
not argue said destruction prevented him
from .
presenting direct evidence of his innocence.

**

Texas Alcohol Breath Testing:
I. Intoxilyzer 4011-ASA is capable
of preserving the exact same breath sample tested by the instrument.
Federal Signal Corporation, owner of
CMI (the manufacturer's of the Intoxilyzer), also produces a device known as a toxtrap which captures the same breath sample
tested. A toxtrap costs approximately .75
cents and is fully compatible with the Intoxilyzer without the instrument being
modified.
2. Only one breath sample of a
defendant is taken.
3. Intoxilyzer not required by statute
or regulation to be calibrated on periodic
basis.
4. The defendant, as per regulation,
is denied access to the Intoxilyzer to test
its accuracy.
5. Reference sample solutions are
not preserved for defense inspection.
6. As per regulation, access to
D.P.S. Intoxilyzer information or citizen
training is precluded unless the individual
is going to work for the State.
7. Texas DWI prosecutions are
based on a "per se" statute and not a
presumption statute.
8. It is the manufacturer's policy to
not make any Intoxilyzer 4011 ASA sales
or provide information to anyone in Texas
except those connected with law enforcement.

PRIVATE
CRIME LABORATORY

*

Providing Quality Forensic Analysis
and Expert Testimony in the Following Areas :
Drug Analysis
Urine Drug Analysis
Anonymous Drug Testing
Clandestine Lab Consultation
Arson Debris Analysis
Physical Trace Evidence,
Murder, Rape, etc.
Private Investigations

Blood Alcohol Analysis
Alcohol Toxicology
DWI Consultation
Alcohol Absorption1
Elimination Curve
Preparation for
DWI Clients

*

We specialize in preparing defense attorneys
for cross-examination of opposing scientiJic experts

*

Initial consultation i s free of charge
MICRO FORENSICS & INVESTIGATIONS
1600 East Highway 6, Suite 350
Alvin, Texas 77511
(713) 331-2655
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M.Direct and Cross Examinations by 780 (Tex.App., 5th [Dallas] Jan. 6, 1987) slaughter case to include requested stamLearned Treatises Rule 803(18)
Tex.R.Crim.Evid.
Rule 803-'The following are not excluded bv the hearsav rule. even though
the decla-rant is avaiiable a's a witness:
(18) Learned Treatises. To the extent
called to the attention of an expert witness
upon cross-examination or relied upon by
him in direct examination, statements contained in published treatises, periodicals,
or pamphlets on a subject of history, medicine, or other science or art, established
as a reliable authority by the testimony or
admission of the witness or by other expert testimony or by judicial notice. If admitted, the statements may be read intc
evidence but may not be received as exhibits."
X. DPS Certification
1) Intoxilyter Operator
Dorsch v. State, 514 S.W.2d 755
(Tex.Cr.App. 1974).
-held: Officers own testimony sufficient to show certification.
Moseley v. State, 696 S.W.2d 934
(Tex.Cr.App. 1985).
-held: Failure to raise fact issue concerning the operator's certification is
waiver.
2) Alcohol Testing Program
Gandara v. State, 661 S.W.2d 749
(Tex.App., 8th [El Paso] 1983).
-held: Intoxilyzer test is admissible
upon proof that the procedures as outlined
in the Department of Public Safety's Breath
Alcohol Testing Program and Breath Test
Regulations have been complied with.

-

XI. Investigative Detentions and Probable Cause
I) Observation of A Beer Bottle
Jackson v. State, 681 S.W.2d 910
(Tex.App., 2nd [Fort Worth] 1984).
-held: Police officer did not have
probable cause to stop defendant, absent
observing a traffic violation, merely because he saw him, the driver, holding a
beer bottle.
2) Roadblocks
Meeks v. State, 692 S.W.2d 504
(Tex.Cr.App., 1985).
-held: Roadblocks to check for
driver's license and for other possible
criminal violations is beyond the scope of
Art. 6087b, $13, and is therefore nnconstitutional seizure.
Accord, Padgen v. State, 723 S.W.2d
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and Higbie v. State, 723 S.W.2d 802
(Tex.App., 5th [Dallas] Jan. 13, 1987).

XU. Jury Charges
1) Entrapment
Evans v. State, 690 S.W.2d 112
(Tex.App., 8th [El Paso] 1985).
-held: Defendant who pleads guilty
and either does not testify or does not testify inconsistently with offense may still be
entitled to offer entrapment defense.
-held: There was no entrapment in
defendant's commission of DWI offense,
as offense was completed prior to any
police involvement and there was no inducement or origination of crime by law
enforcement personnel, even though police
officer, after stopping defendant, allowed
defendant to drive to police station before
stopping defendant again and placing him
under arrest; offense was complete at time
of initial stop.
2) Necessity
Pentycuff v. State, 680 S.W.2d 527
(Tex.App., 10th [Waco] 1984).
-held: Defense of necessitv rauires
a belief and determination on t i e part of
defendant that the commission of the
offense charged against him was immediately necessary to avoid other imminent
ham.
-held: Without an admission that he
committed the offense charged, a defendant is not entitled to a defense of
necessity.
3) Penal Code
Cane v. State, 698 S.W.2d 138 v e x .
Cr.App. 1985).
-held: Trial court, in its discretion,
may give jury instruction on objectives of
Penal Code. However, where trial court
chooses to give jury instruction on objectives of Penal Code, it should instruct on
all of statutory objectives, and not merely
on some of them.
4) 38.23
Stone v. State, 703 S.W.2d 652 (Tex.
Cr.App. 1986).
-held: Failure to give a requested
jury instruction in DWI case on the legality of the stop, if facts are raised by the
evidence, is error-even if the requested
charge is erred.
5 ) Reasonable Belief
Arline v. State, 690 S.W.2d 20 (Tex.
App., 9th [Beaumont] 1984).
-held: Failure in voluntary man-

tory definition of reasonable belief is error.
6) Compliance with DPS Regulations
Moseley v. State, 696 S.W.2d 934
(Tex.App., 5th [Dallas] 1985).
-held: If fact question is raised by
theevidence, then a jury instruction on the
validity of the breath test must be given.

XUI. Jury Misconduct
1) Pressure From Other Jurors
Gana v. State, 695 S.W.2d 58 (Tex.
App., 13th [Corpus Christi] 1985).
-held: Uncontroverted claim of
juror, shown through affidavit and testimony, that she was the only one of six jurors
to vote not guilty to charge of driving while
intoxicated, that she voted that way five or
six times, and that she finally voted for
guilty after pressure from other jurors did
not establish such extreme juror misconduct as to render denial of motion for new
trial an abuse of discretion.
2) Jurors Tolerance of Alcohol v. R e
Defendants: Matters Not In Evidence
McGary v. State, 658 S.W.2d 673
(Tex.App., 5th [Dallas] 1983).
-held: It is jury misconduct for the
jurors to convict a defendant because there
was testimony that he consumed a certain
amount of alcohol which the jurors felt
would have caused them to be intoxicated,
and were said decision was made on evidence outside the record, i.e., their own
respective tolerance with alcohol consumption.
3) Lack of a Chemical Test Without
Refirsal: Matter Not In Evidence
Roe v. State, 691 S.W.2d 731 (Tex.
App., 9th [Beaumont] 1985).
-held: In defendant's trial for DWI,
jury improperly considered evidence other
than that oresented in court where defendant's r e f h to take breathalyzer test was
not offered in evidence and where jury
considered the lack of breathalyzer test evidcncc as an indication that defendant must
have dcclincd text hecausc he felt hc was
intoxicated.

XIV. Miranda Warnings
1) Attachment
Berkemer v. McCarty, 104 S.Ct.
3138 (1984).
-held: Miranda safeguards attach as
soon as a suspect's freedom of action is
curtailed to a degree associated with formal arrest.

FACTS:
Officers responded to disturbance call at apartment
,omplex and were advised by manager that fight was in progress in
one of units.
Officers saw two men exiting apartment, their
voices raised and blood on their clothing.
Apartment door left
open.
Both men were stopped, asked for ID, and questioped about
disturbance.
Manager wa.lked into open apartment and then called
for officers to examine "damage" apparently resulting from fight.
When officers entered they saw property strewn 'on floor and
refrigerator and bed moved from walls but no "damage".
While inside officer found credit card on stove'with name
different from that of either man.
D identified card as
belonging to friend but did not know whose name was on it.
Officer checked with police department to see if card stolen but
received negative report.
Officer put card back on stove then
"looked around the apartment" and saw large amount of "female"
jewelry on one area of floor and several steroes and other items
of personal property "scattered" around apartment. Officer took
serial number from back of stereo without moving it and also
wrote down name and address of individual written on backpack on
floor. Officer again called police.department and again received
negative response that items were stolen.
Leaving apartment, officer went to manager's office and
records and identification section of police department,
giving name on backpack to see if complaint filed.
This time he
received report that person whose name was on backpack had filed
burglary report,
He had offense report read over phone and took
notes on property stolen and complainant's phone number.
Phone
call to complainant confirmed that several items found in !J's
D
apartment had been stolen from her residence 2 days earlier.
and other tenant were arrested; contents of apartment were seized
and indexed.
,ailed

HELD: Action of police officers in discovering evidence was
not "inadvertent" nor was it "immediately apparent" that the
property seized was evidence of any crime.
TCA relies on
recent S.Ct. decision in Arizona v. Hicks, 40 Cr.L. 3320 (March
4, 1987) [reported last month i n SRD] for limits on "plain view".
APPELLATE REVIEW -- PROPER TEST FOR HARMLESS ERROR:
Proper
test is "whether there is a reasonable possibility that the
evidence complained of might have contributed to the conviction"
and NOT "whether the admittance of such evidence is 'harmless
beyond a reasonabl e doubt"'.
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Keith Raymond.McMILLAN, No. 123-86 -- On St's PDR -- Opinion
by Judge Miller: Judges Clinton and Teague Concur in Results;
April 8. 1987
CtApp reversed at 703 S.W.2d
GUILTY PLEAS

--

341.

MISDEMEANOR ADMONISHMENTS:

ISSUE:
Was D informed of punishment range attendant
allegations to which he pled guilty?

to

NOTE:
TCA warns that PDR was NOT granted on issue of
whether D charged with misdemeanor has a due process
right to be informed of punishment range prior to
executing a guilty plea.
TCA disavows any specific or
implied langauge in CtApp's
decision which
would
support requirement that due process requires t/j to
inform D of the punishment range on the record.
HELD:
Record
affirmatively shows D was advised
of
punishment range -- t/c asked D if he knew punishment range and
D answered affirmatively; D signed written waiver asserting he
knew full punishment range; D was advised of his rights in a
group session;
and following group session, t/c asked D
individually if he understood his constitutional rights.

Freddie Joe COCKERHAM, No. 194-86 -- On St's PDR -- Opinion
by Judge Miller; Judge Clinton Concurs only in ultimate result;
Dissenting Opinion by Judge Onion, jolned by Judges Davis,
McCormick and White; April 8, 1987
APPEALS -- HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED WHAT IS MEANT WHEN A PETITION
FOR DISCRETIONARY REVIEW IS DISMISSED AS "IMPROVIDENTLY GRANTED"?
In a footnote Judge Miller explains that only 4 judges's
votes
are needed to grant PDR whereas 5 person majority is needed for
final disposition, Thus PDR sometimes dismissed as improvidently
granted when 5 person majority remains firm in position that Ct
App's
decision should not be disturbed.
TCA has rejected
suggestion that this majority should go forward and explain in
writing why their belief remains firm in any given case.

David Allen GARDNER,
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No.

68,856

--

Capital Murder Conviction

Affirmed -- Opinion by Judge McCormick; Judge Duncan Concurs in
Result; Judge Clinton Dissents with note ; Judge Teague Dissents;
April 8, 1987
FIFTH AMENDMENT -- MIRANDA WARNINGS -- PSYCHIATRISTS TELL D
HIS STATEMENTS COULD BE USED EITHER FOR OR AGAINST HIM:
At St's
request
capital
murder D was examined
by
court-ordered
psychiatirst.
Dr. Griffith warned D that anything he said could
be used "either for or against him".
On appeal D argued that
this was an inducement for D's statement.
TCA first noted that objection was not preserved.
Court
then stated it could find no cases which say that a warning such
as that given violates Miranda or infringes on a D's
5th
Amendment rights.

--

Ex parte Jose Moises GUZMON,
No. 69, 615
Writ
Granted
-- Opinion by Judge Clinton; Judges Davis and
Concur in Results; Judge White Dissents; April 8, 1987
TCA affirmance on direct appeal at 697 S.W.2d

Relief
Teague

404,

INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE:
TCA found that D had been denied
effective assistance at punishment phase of capital murder trial.
Among the errors -- Defense evidence that D was "wet back"
whose future behavior was unpredictable and who refused to take
responsibility for his actions [D's attys seemed unaware of what
their psychologfst would say];
improper use of interpreter; lack
of preparation of D's wife as witness [she was unable to say if
her husband would benefit more from life sentence than death];
lack of factual investigation [i.e.,
D as desserter from
Salvadoran army; D's fight with another inmate].
Against this,
St had weak punishment case concerning D's youth, complete lack
Harm
of criminal record, and facts of uncalculated offense.
found.

KENNETH WAYNE DUNN.
No. 68, 948 -- Capital Murder Conviction
Reversed -- Opinion by Judge Clinton; Judges McCormick, Miller
and Campbell Concur in Results; Dissenting and Concurring Opinon
by Judge Teague; April 8, 1987
APPEALS
-- WHAT HAPPENS WHEN PART OF STATEMENT OF FACTS IS
LOST?
Here TCA remanded for new trial because D exercised due
-- i .e..
diligence in attempting to secure complete transcript
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timely filed written motions requesting court reporter to take
notes, objections to record [NOTE: This was under now repealed
Art. 40.09, V.A.C.C.P.],
pursuit of contempt proceedings, objections to St's attempt to "reconstruct" missing portions of
record.
TCA rejected St's claim that D had to show, or even
allege, that he suffered harm.

Perry KEETON,
No.
69.639
-- Capital Murder Conviction
Reformed and Remanded on TCA's own motion -- Opinion by Judge
Miller; April 15, 1987
JURY SELECTION -- IS BATSON ERROR FORECLOSED WHEN ONE MINORITY
JUROR SERVES?
TCA says no.
Rationale: Prosecutor may not use
Peremptory strikes to eliminate ANY potential juror solely on
basis of that juror's race.

Honorable Charles DICKENS v. Court of Appeals for Second Judicial
69,490
-- Original Mandamus Action
District of Texas,
No.
Relief Granted -- Opinion by Judge Campbell; Judge White Concurs
in Result; Dissenting Opinion by Judge Clinton, joined by Judges
McCormick and Duncan; March 25, 1987
MANDAMUS
-- T/C'S DECISION CONCERNING DISCOVERY OF EVIDENCE IS
-DISCRETIONARY ACT SO NOT PROPER SUBJECT OF WRIT OF MANDAMUS
TCA USED ITS ORIGINAL MANDAMUS POWER TO ISSUE CONDITIONAL WRIT:
PROCEDURAL HISTORY: This is an original mandamus proceeding
brought by t/j to contest issuance by CtApp of writ of mandamus
directing t/c to allow discovery of a complainant's
videotaped
statement.
T/C
[Realtor] argued that act of permitting
ISSUE:
discovery of evidence is a discretionary act of t/j reviewable
only on appeal, and not the proper subject of writ of mandamus,
TCA agreed.
FACTS:
Defendant stands charged with aggravated sexual
assault of child.
D awaits trial before Realtor.
D filed
M/Discovery
seeking
access to videotaped interview of
3
complainant children which St intends to use as trial evidence.
After 2 hearings, t/c denied. 0 filed writ of mandamus in CtApp
which granted relief. Realtor filed writ of mandamus in TCA.
HELD
Decision of CtApp required interpretaion of criminal
discovery law and so was "criminal law matter" sufficient to
invoke TCA's power to issue original writ of mendamus.
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In absent party cases, evidence of this 3rd party's guilt is
not admitted unless St is relying ONLY on
circumstantial
evldence.
In contrast, "when evidence of a thlrd party's guflt
is offered by the defendant and the third party in question is a
St's
witness, the evidence is admissible if the guilt of tha
third party is inconsistent with D's guilt and the facts show.the
third party was so situated that he might have committed the
--ime."
NOTE :
Don't
confuse concepts of attachment
and
continuances.
That's apparently what happened to t/c
when he superimposed upon both a non-statutory requirement that they not "unduly delay the trial".
STANDARD FOR REVIEW:
Under Tex.R.App.P.
81.
reversible error
will result "unless the appellate court determines beyond a
reasonable doubt that the error made no contribution to the
conviction or to the punishment." Having found X's testimony
-- impeachment or
direct
admissible [under either theory
evidence] and that D preserved error, TCA was unable after
reviewing entire record to find beyond a reasonable doubt that
the error did not contribute to D's conviction and punishment.

Ex parte James Walter MOORE,
No. 69, 765
-- Writ Relief
Granted -- Per Curiam Opinion; Judge White Dissents; 4/1/87

-- 2 PARAGRAPHS WITH ONLY ONE ALLEGING
AFFIRMATIVE FINDING
DEADLY WEAPON, NO ELECTION, GENERAL VERDICT:
D indicted in 2
Paragraphs alleging murder under 19.02(a)(l)
and ( 2 ) .
First
paragraph alleged use of deadly weapon, "towit: a firearm";
second paragraph did not, alleging D "intending to cause serious
bodily injury to an individual
shot
the [deceased] in the
I,
head with a gun

....

...

...

No election was requested by D or sought by St.
Both
theories were submitted to Jury.
Jury reached general verdict,
finding D "guilty of murder, as charged in the indictment". Jury
assessed punishment at 50 years.
Issue of affirmative finding
wasn't submitted to jury at either phase of trial. After month,
at St's request, t/c reformed judgment nunc pro tunc to include
affirmative finding that D used a deadly weapon -- a firearm.
HELD: Under circumstances can't be argued jury made EXPRESS
determination;
t/c without authority to enter
affirmative
finding.
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Charles Wayne BEHREND,
No. 352-84
by Judge Miller; April 8. 1987

On D's

PDR

--

Opinion

SPEEDY TRIAL ACT -- STATE'S ANNOUNCEMENT CARRIED FORWARD TO NEW
INDICTMENT ALLEGING DIFFERENT MANNER OF CAUSING DEATH:
FACTS :
1 /6/8 1

Deceased killed
Body weighted 8 thrown in well
Body undiscovered for 1 year

1/28/82

D arrested

4/3/82

Indictment: No. F-82-80882; Capital Murder
Cause of death: suffocating deceased by holding
cloth soaked with chloraform [sic] over mouth and
nose, causing deceased to inhale said choraform

5/18/82

St. files written announcement of ready in F-8280882; 110 days after D's arrest

9/8/82

D re-indicted in No. F-82-78435; Murder
Cause of death: manner and means unknown
[Note: 223 days after D's arrest]

10/4/82

Trial
[Note: 249 days after 0's arrest]

D

moved for discharge under Speedy Trial Act [STA], reasoning:
Since St announced ready to try 1st indictment, which
alleged cause of death to be by choloform inhalation, it could
not have been ready all along to try 2nd indictment which alleged
unknown cause of death;
(2) Even if St were ready on 1st
indictment, readiness could not carry over to 2nd indictment
because of different allegations.
(I)

HELD:
As long as subsequent indictment is for same offense
arising out of the transaction for which D was originally
arrested, announcements by St will carry forward.
STA concerns
itself with "offenses and cr iminal actions".
not "cases".
Although 2 offenses differ in that 1st [capital murder] required
greater proof than second [ murder], these offenses clearly arose
out of same transaction so they are same offense for STA
purposes.
*

Loyal E.

LUNDSTROM,
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*

*

*

I

No. 898-84 --

On St's M/Reh

--

Opinion

by Judge White; Judges Clinton, Teague and Duncan Dissent; Judge
Miller Dissents for reasons stated on origlnal submission; April
8. 1987.
Original Opinion delivered March 23, 1986.
VENUE -- ST'S AFFIDAVITS SUBSTANTIALLY CONTROVERTED THOSE FlLED
BY D SO AS TO JOIN ISSUE ON VENUE:
Reversing its earlier
decision a 5-4 majority finds D was not entitled a change of
venue
as
matter of law because affidavits filed by
St
substantially controverttd those filed by D and therefore complied with Art. 31.04 in order to join issue of 0's entitlement
to change of venue.
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Abraham CHAPA,
No. 914-85 -- On D's PDR -- Opinion by Judge
Clinton; Judges Campbell and White Concur in Result; Dissenting
Qpinion by Judge Onion, joined by Judge Davis; April 8. 1987
CtApp affirmed at 694 S.W.2d
SEARCH AND SEIZURE
OF TAXI INTERIOR:

--

202.

PASSENGER HAS STANDING TO CONSENT

SEARCH

FACTS:
After waiting for late city bus, D and wife went to
lounge to call cab.
They waited 1/2 hour and were joined by
friend who wanted to stay with them at their motel room.
All 3
took cab, with D getting in front, next to driver. As cab left
D was
lounge en route to motel, it was stopped by 2 officers.
removed from car and searched.
When search yielded nothing, one
officer began searching area under and around driver's
seat,
including some books belonging to cabbie.
After 3-4 minutes of
seraching, officer discovered small tin foil packet under seat,
containing what he suspected to be heroin; D arrested. There was
no showing D knew cabbie.
HELD:
D had reasonable expectation of privacy
-- merely
getting into cab, closing door and setting out, was conduct
sufficient to manifest a subjective expectation of privacy.
Society objectively recognizes this expectation as reasonable.
In support for the obJective expectation's reasonableness, TCA
points
to various city ordinances dealing with a taxicab
passenger's exclusive right to passenger compartment.
NOTE:
TCA notes that D's failure to assert ownership
in contraband would be relevant to challenge of its
SEIZURE but here challenge was to SEARCH. So long as D
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can establish reasonable expectation of privacy in area
searched, he has shown standing.

Herman Joseph HENRY, No. 1216-85
Judge Miller; April 8, 1987
JURY SELECTION

7-

-- On D's

PDR

--

Opinion by

PROCEDURE IN PRE-BATSON CASE PRESERVED ERROR:

FACTS:
Case was tried prior to Supreme Court's decision in
Batson v. Kentucky. 106 S.Ct. 1712 (1986).
Here, after D's atty
concluded his voir dire examination of prospective jurors, he
moved t/c to instruct D.A. not to use his strikes to eliminate 7
blacks on panel.
After jury had been selected and sworn and St
had peremptorily struck all black prospective jurors from panel,
D objected to practice and asked for new panel.
T/C responded
that it had no authority to direct St to use its challenges on
any particular juror.
HELD:
D sufficiently raised issue of St's
strikes to invoke Batson protections on appeal.

use

of

its

CAUTION:
This case is included in Significant Recent
Decisions for those attorneys who may have a Batson
type issue on appeal that took place pre-Batson.
BUT,
TCA did NOT hold that D may from now on preserve the
issue in this manner.
PROSPECTIVE DECLARATION:
A D may make a timely
objection within Batson lines if such objection is made
after the composition of the jury is made known but
BEFORE thejury is sworn and venire panel is discharged.
At this time t/c has number of options to correct any
error discovered in a Batson
-- hearing, including:
(1.)
Disallowing D.A.'s
strikes and installing a
minority
member of jury,
shoud t/c
deem
that
appropriate remedy; or
(2)
discharing jury and convening another venire
panel

.

Curtis Ray WHITE,
No.
1225-85
-- On D's PDR -- Opinion by
Judge McCorrnick; Judges Onion and Davis Concur in Results; Aprll
8, 1987

SEARCH AND SEIZURE -- PLAIN VIEW -- SYSTEMATIC EXPLORATION:
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List of Granted Pet it ions for Discret ionmy Review
by John Jasufa

Issues Presented in Petitions for Discretionary Review
Which Have Been Granted by the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
and Which Are Presently Pending Decision
Since July 17, 1985 the administrative
sfqffattorneys of the Court of Criminal Appeals have compiled, in the normal course
of business, a list of cases and legal issues
on which the Court has grantedpetitions
for review. Although originally prepared
for internal use only, the Court has authorized release of the listforpublication and
for use by the bench and bar of Texas. The
issues listed are summaries as worded by
the staff, and do not necessarily refEect
either the reasoning or the phraseology
used by the games or by the Court.
The following are the cases and issues
on which the Court of Criminal Appeals
granted review but which the Counhas not
yet delivered a written opinion:

PDR 0435-86 4/15/87, Kerr Co. (Ss
PDRJ, AggravatedSexual Assault, Roy Siffbrd: (1) Did an improperjoinder, with the
electionjustprior to submission to thejury,
prejudice the defendant to the extent that
a reversal was required? See Drake,
68611935 and Callins, No. 69,023 (7-2-86)
(on rehearing).
PDR 0489-86 4/15/87, Clay Co. (A's
PDRJ, Burglary of a Habitation. Edward
Lee Williams: (1) Whether plain view doctrine was applicable when officer reached
into a truck, removed a towel in order to
expose rifles, and assumed rifles were
illegal?
PDR 0819-86 4/15/87, Tarrant Co. (AS
PDR), DWI, Jackie Kia Floyd: (1) Does
either federal due process or state Iaw pmvide a right to counsel to DWI arrestee
which precludes admission of appellant's
refusal to take breath test after counsel was
requested?
PDR 0913-86 4/15/87, Harris Co. (A's
PDR), Robbery (Habitual), Ronnie Lavarm Foster: (1) Does state law provide a

right to counsel during lineup before
charges are filed but whiie D is incarcerated on other offenses?
PDR 0003-87 4/15/87, Harris Co. (A's
PDR), D m (Felony), Alex Ramirez: (1)
Does state law provide a right to counsel
to DWI arrestee which precludes admission of videotape made after counsel was
requested?
PDR 0048-87 4/15/87, Webb Co. (A's
PDRJ. Murder, Ricardo Diaz: ( 1 ) Is the
parolelaw jury charge, art. 37.07, sec. 4:
(A) a violation of ex post facto laws; (B)
void for vagueness and arbitrariness; (C)
in violation of the separation of powers
doctrine of the Texas Constitution?
PDR 0057-87 4/15/87, Dallas Co. (A's
PDRJ, Murder, Betty JaneLenamond: (1)
Validity of the parole law charge.
PDR 0061-87 4/15/87, Dallas Co. (A's
PDR), Sexual Assault, Jeflie Wade Jordan: (1) Validity of the parole law charge.
PDR 0062-87 4/15/87, Dallas Co. (A's
PDRJ, Aggravated Robbery, Charles
Gregory Richardson: (1) Validity of the
parole law charge.
PDR 0075-87 4/15/87, Dallas Co. (A's
PDRJ, Injury to a Child, Richard Arthur
Gilbert aka Jean Gilben: (1) Is art. 37.07,
see. 4, the parole jury charge, a violation
of separation of powers doctrine between
the judicial and executivebranches? (2) Is
art. 37.07, see. 4, unconstitutionallyvague
and conflicting? (3) Is art. 37.07, sec. 4,
a violation of the separation of powers between legislative and judicial branches?
PDR 0123-87 4/15/87, Dallas Co., (A's
PDR), Murder, RonaldLee Taplin: (1) Validity of the parole law charge.
PDR 0166-87 4/15/87, Harris Co. (AS
PDR), Robbery (Habitual),Albert James:
(1) Whether trial court erred in giving
parole law and good time conduct jury

charge under art. 37.07, V.A.C.C.P.,
without objection, because such charge is
based on an unconstitutional statute for all
of the reasons set forth in the dissenting
opinions in Rose out of the Dallas Court
of Appeals?
PDR 0173-87 4/15/87, Travis Co. (A's
PDRJ, Aggravated Robbery, Steve Alvarado: (1) Validity of the parole law charge.
PDR 0189-87 4/15/87, Dallas Co. (A's
PDRJ, Aggravated Robbery, Willie Garcia Escobar: (1) Validity of the parole law
charge.
PDR 0190-87 4/15/87, Dallas Co. (A's
PDRJ, Murder, Willie Hernandez, Jr.: (1)
Validity of the parole law charge.
PDR 0225-87 4/15/87, Amarillo Co.
(A's PDR), Murder, Benjamin Garcia: (1)
Validity of the parole law charge.
PDR 0226-87 4/15/87, Amarillo Co.
(A's PDRJ, Voluntary Manslaughter,
Laza~wGuanes Torres: (1) Validity of the
parole law charge.
PDR 0234-87 4/15/87, D d a s Co. (A's
PDR), Aggravated Assault, Michael Uhyne
Muck: (1) Validity of the parole law
charge.
PDR 0296-87 4/15/87, Harris Co. (SS
PDR), Premhl-Habeas Speedy Trial, Tmcy
Annetre Maddw: (1) The Court of Appeals
lacked jurisdiction to entertain this interlocutory appeal from a denial of relief under the Speedy Trial Act. (2) The Court
of Appeals erred in fmding that the Court's
ruling on the Appellant's original Speedy
Trial Act motion served to bar any further
prosecution under the remaining allegations. (5) The Court of Appeals erred in
fmding that the Speedy Trial Act does not
violate the separation of powers provision
of Article 11, Section 1 of the Texas Coustitntion.
H
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In and Around Texas
by John Boston

Continuing Leg& Education
June is the month in which the various
TCDLA committee chairmen make their
reports to the membership at the annual
meeting. This year, our editor, Kerry FitzGerald, has asked that aU reports be prepared for publication in the Voice.
Director, JAN HEMPHILL, heads the
Continuing Legal Education Comittee of
TCDLA; she is also a very busy criminal
defense lawyer and at this writing is
defending a capital murder case in Dallas.
Jan asked this writer to make her report
on CLE for the Voice this month. So this
month's In and Around Texus column is
devoted to criminal law CLE in Texas,
past, present and future.
As most TCDLA members already
know, the Association sponsors CDLP, the
Criminal Defense Lawyers Project, and
has been the sole sponsor for the past two
years. This fiscal year (September 1, 1986
through August 31, 1987) the Project has
produced, or co-sponsored, eleven programs of a scheduled fourteen; having
received over $104,000 of the approved
$153,000 from the Governor's Criminal
Justice Division grant funds. CDLP has
earned over $96,000 of a projected
$113,000 income with four programs left
to go in this FY. Still to come from CDLP,
after the annual meeting in June, are the
FEDERAL CRIMINAL LAW INSTITUTE, in HOUSTON at the HOLIDAY
INN,Downtown on June 25-26 and two
statelaw SKILLS COURSES withLEGISLATIVE UPDATES in BEAUMONT on
July 10 and AMARILLO on July 24
&oteUmotel arrangements will be announced).
The remarive I T 1988 CDLP course
schedule has been prepared and is as
f0Uows:
September 1987-Skills CourselLegislative Update, San Antonio
October-Criminal Appeals Seminar,
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Houston
Nnvember-Skills ComelLegislative
Update, Midland
Deeember-Skills Course, Brownsville
January 1988-Federal Criminal Law
Institute, Dallas
February -DWI Defense, Corpus
Christi
March-Sex Crimes Institute, El Paso
April-Federal Criminal Law Institute,
Austin
May-Criminal Trial Advocacy Institute, Huntsville
June-Skills Course (Homicide), Fort
Worth
July -Skills Course, Longview
August-open
Generallx the Skills Courses are devoted
to state criminallaw cases and issues with
emphasis on trial skills. However, at least
two of the FY '88 Skills Courses will be
devoted to a single topic. One will he
devoted exclusively to jury selection in
state cases. BILL WHITE of Austin, who
has done such excellent work in preparing
the Criminal Trial Advocacy Institute in
Huntsville in recent years, will be the jury
selection course consultant. The other
CDLP specialized Skills Course will he
devoted to state appeals. It is scheduled for
Houston in September or October of 1987
and several members of the HOUSTON
BAR ASSOCIATION and the HARRIS
COUNTY CRIMINAL LAW ASSOCIATION will be involved in assisting the
Project produce the appellate conrsdseminar. Watch for the course announcement
in the coming months.
TCDLA, as a separate sponsor of CLE,
usually concentrates on specialty courses
and institutes. Following the Court of
Criminal A p p d s order of adoption of the
new Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence,
which went into effect on September 1,
1986; TCDLA conducted eight Rules of
Criminal Evidence Seminars. Unlike
CDLP, revenues generated by programs

produced solely by TCDLA are TCDLA
income; since January 1, 1987, TCDLA
has earned approximately $18,000, gross,
from the January Evidence Seminar in Dallas and the combined DWUSupport Staff
Seminars in Austin.
Still to come from TCDLA in 1987 is
a course on defense of homicide cases from
voluntary manslaughter to capital murder.
It is tentatively set for late September or
early October. If you are interested in
preparing and presenting a paper for the
homicide course, please contact the home
office at (512) 478-2514.
With Minimum Continuing Legal Education now a reality, both TCDLA and
CDLP are maintaining records for aU participants at CLE functions conducted by
the Association or the Project. Both entities have heen approved by the State Bar
MCLE Committee as authorized to conduct MCLE programs for Texas-licensed
lawyers. Herek how it works: you sign up
for, and attend, a course approved for
M U E credit; make sure you include your
Bar Card number. The sponsor of the
course will mail your name and the number of accredited hours to the State Bar
MCLE Department where your information will be recorded. Additionally, the
sponsor sends your MCLE records to State
Bar Legal Specialization and the College
of the State bar. This year marks the first
time reports are required, lawyers whose
birth month is June or after must report
CLE courses of at least fifteen hours attended during the prior year. Two plodifiers: first, lawyers whose reports are
required this year may go back and use
courses attended in 1985; and second, four
of the required hours for any year may be
from self-study. Contact the State Bar
MCLE Department for details on what
qualifies for self-study. IncidentiaUy, the
sponsor must pay the MCLE Department
$10.00 for each accredited hour that the
sponsor produces, so your bar dues are not

the sole support of Texas's MCLE
program.
In an earlier issue we mentioned that the
District and County Attorneys are conducting the Criminal Law Institute at the annual State Bar Convention in Corpus
Christi this June 11, also see 50Texas Bar
Journal, No. 4. This looks like a very good
program and there will be a funded reception after the Institute. ItY be our turn to

conduct the program in two years, so
please attend and support our colleagues
in the TDCAA, See you there.

*****

Don't forget MEMBERSHIP is a continuing effort; every member get a member. It'll do us all a world of good.

*****

The law firmof Mallett, Trichter and
Brown take pleasure in announcing that

Mr. Clarence S. Thompson has become
a partner in the fum, whose offices are at
55 Waugh Dr., Suite 900, Houston, Texas
77007. (713) 868-1010.

*****

Our sympathies to the family of W.
John Allison, Jr., who passed away in
April. John was a very prominent Dallas
attorney and a long-time member of
TCDLA.

The Federal Corner
by F.R. "Buck" Files, Jr.
A couple of months ago, I got appointed to represent a defendant in a federal
criminal case after he had backed out on
a plea agreement and after his attorney had
beenpermitted to withdraw. Shortly thereafter, my client traded his two count information for a ten count indictment.
Continuing to show good judgment, he
chose to flee rather than surrendering.
Federal authorites had no difficulty apprehending the defendant in Memphis,
Tennessee, because his mother grew tired
of him and turned h i in. A federal public defender from Memphis called about
the case, and we visited about the prosecution of criminal cases in the Federal
Courts of our two districts.
During the conversation, he mentioned
that Tennessee authorities were ''silverplattering" their weapons cases over to the
United States Aftomey's office. Since the
Career Criminal Statute provided for a
minimum of 15 years conffnement without
parole, it was like shooting fish in a barrel for the federal prosecutors.
I must confess that I had forgotten how
brutal are the provisions of the Armed
Career Criminal Act of 1984. You will
find this statute at 18 U.S.C. Appx. Sec.
1202 [Remember to look in the appendix
to Title 18. If youlook at 18 U.S.C. Sec.
1202, you will find the kidnapping statute.]. Sec. 1802 of the Comprehensive
C h e Control Act of 1984 amended Title
18 Appx. Sec 1202 by adding this
language:
"and who receives, possesses, or
transports in commerce or affecting
commerce, after the date of enactment of this Act [enacted June 19,

19681, any firearm shall be fined not
more than $10,000 or imprisoned for
not more than two yearsSor both. In
the case of a person who receives,
possesses, or transports in commerce
or affecting commerce any firearm
and who has three previous convielions by any court. . .[State or Federal]. .for robbery or burglary, or
both, such persons shall be fined not
more than $25,000 and imprisoned
not less than fifteen y m s , and, not
withstanding any other provision of
law, the court shall nor suspend the
sentence oJ; or grant aprobationary
sentence to, such person with respect
to the conviction under this subsection, and such person shall not be
eligibleforparole with respect to the
sentence imposed under this subseetian. * (emphasis added)

.

Note that the statute does not require
"stair-stepping" the dates of conviction.
Neither is there any requirement that the
defendantmust have used a deadly weapon
in the commission of any or all of the
offenses.
On October 7, 1986, the 5th Circuit
decided United States vs. Davis, 801 F.2d
754 (5th Cir. 1986). In its opihion, the
Court held that this Armed Career Criminal Act of 1984 is not merely a sentenceenhancement provision but that it creates
a new offense. In Davis, a challenge was
made as to the constitutionality of the statute for the reason that it does not provide
for a maximum sentence. The Court
brushed aside that argument, citing among
other cases Earin v. Beto, 453 F.2d 376
(5th Cir.), Cert. denied, 406 U S . 909,92

S.Ct. 1518, 31 L.Ed.2d 819, (1972).
The Courts of Appeal for the 8th and
10th Circuits have also decided cases nnder this Act each arriving at a different
conclusion from the 5th Circuit as to the
construction of the Act.
In United States vs. Davis, (446-1103,;
decided on December lXber1986) -F.2d
-(8th Cir.), the Court interpreted the
Amendment to Sec. 1202 (a)(l) as a sentence enhancement provision. A dissenting opinion was fded by Judge Bright,
though, applauding the reasoning of the 5th
Circuit in Davis.
m United States vs. Gregg, 803 F.2d
568 (10th Cir. 1986) the Coua came to the
same conclusion as the 8th Circuit's opinion in Davis. The Court found that the
Armed Career Criminal Act of 1984 did
not createany new federal crime but only
increased the penalty for the already existing federal offense of possession of firearms after being convicted of a felony.
Only one other opinion has been written concerning this Act and it is a "throw
away opinion" [Memorandum Opinion not
reported in F.Supp]: United States vs. Veloz (#86 Cr 323 N.D.111. September 16,
19861.
As a practical matter, it does not matter
which construction is correct. In either
event, the Act retires the trophy for being
the strictist recidivist statute on the bmks.
The next time that aprosecutot suggests
that you plead a client to three burglaries
in exchange for a dramatically reduced
sentence, you might realize that you put
your client at risk if he ever winds up in
the federal syslem on a firearms charge.
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Have you ever been disbarred or disciplined by any
bar association, or are you the subject of disciplinary
action now pending?
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Date
(Signature of Applicant)
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ENDORSEMENT
I, a member of TCDLA, believe this applicant to be a
Person of professional competcncy, integrity, and
good moral character. The applicant is actively engaged in the defense of criminal cases.
Date
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Some of the best legal minds
. . .in this state already belong t o the Texas Criminal Defense
Lawyers Association. We believe we have now the best Criminal Defense Bar in the United States. We maintain that level
of excellence by continuously seeking out new minds, new
energies. Therefore we want YOU. . .if your legal and personal
philosophies are compatible with our purposesandobjectives:
To provide an appropriate state organization representing those
lawyers who are actively engaged in the defense of criminal cases.
To protect and insure by rule of law those individual rightsguaranteed b y the Texas and Federal Constitutions in criminal cases.
To resist proposed legislation or rules which would curtail such rights
and to promote sound alternatives.
To promote educational activities t o improve the skills and knowledge of lawyers engaged in the defense of criminal cases.
To improve thejudicial system and to urge the selectionand appointment to the bench of well-qualified and experienced lawyers.
a To improve the correctional system and to seek more effective
rehabilitation opportunities for those convicted of crimes.
To promote constant improvement in the administration of criminal
justice.
ADVANTAGES FOR TCDLA MEMBERS
The monthly Voiee for the Defense magazine.
Tbe "Significant Decisions Repon" of important cases decided by the Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals and the Federal Courts.
TCDLA Membership Directory-referrals to and from Criminal Defense Lawyers in
over 100 Texas cities.
Outstanding educational programs-featuring recognized experts on practical aspects
of dcfemecases. TCDLA and the StateBar annually present many seminars and m u s e s
in all parts of the state.
BriefBank service.
Availability of Lawyers Assistance Committee, a ready source of information and assistance lo members, and the Amicus Curiae Committee.
The Anomey General's Crime Prevention Newslener. Summaries of latest Texas Court
of Criminal Appeals cases available to private practitioners only through TCDLA's
group subscription, included in dues.
Organizational voice through which criminal defense lawyers can fornulate and express Iheir p i t i a n on legislation, mutt reform, important defense cases Ulrough Amicus
Curiae activity.
Discaunts and free offerings for publications of interest to criminal defense lawyers.
Research Service available at a reasonable hourly rate; mwcngcr service in the Capitol
area.

ELIGIBILITY AND DUES
Effective:

January

1. 1982

Voluntary Sustaining dues (VS). . . . . . . . .$300.00
Sustaining dues ISUSl . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200.00
Dues for members in the firm of
a sustaining member ISMFI . . . . . . . . . .
50.00
Members admitted to practice: (MEMI
50.00
2 years or less . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 - 5veats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100.00
5 a r m o r e years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
150.00
Affiliate:
Perranr in careerr which contribute t o
defense of criminal cases. e.g.. law proferrorr. are
elibible far affiliate membcrrhip upon approval of
the application and receipr of the annual duer.
Affiliateduer IAFFI . . . . . . . . . . . .
25.00
Students:
Thore regularly enrolled in a law school
in Texas are elibihle f o r student membership.
Student dues ISDM1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
20.00

